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Introduction
One of the more difficult issues facing teachers in the modern classroom is the question of
how to engage and motivate their students. A student’s need for an education and their desire to
learn do not always match up. Since generating student interest in a particular subject matter is
such a big obstacle to overcome in the modern world, I have chosen to consider this subject in
the context of pre-modern Western education as a topic of focus for this thesis. What attention
was given to these issues in this time period? One would think schools and teachers then, as
now, encountered problems with students not necessarily being motivated to learn so what
techniques or methods were used to overcome these problems and what role did culture play? If
educators from the past were successful at motivating learners, perhaps their example can
provided some insights for the modern classroom.
Significance and Questions Addressed
As a practicing teacher, I have a personal interest in how these issues were dealt with, but
this research will be a significant contribution to the social history of education for several
reasons. The first reason, in general terms, is because education is an important part of the
human experience and with this effort I hope to add to our understanding of the topic with a
narrow focus on this one particular area of education. Education history can go down many
different roads; financial, curriculum, equality, etc. I am interested primarily in methods and
conditions of motivation and engagement in classrooms of the past. This is, in essence, where
teaching and learning have always taken place, but exactly what scholars and education
1

authorities believed to be effective (and ineffective) methods of instruction have often been
lost in the extremely broad topic that is the history of education. Often, methods of teaching have
been ignored entirely and replaced with an assumption that educators in the past simply used
coercion and corporal punishment to reach their educational objectives.
I am also looking to examine what role culture has played. Both the contemporary cultures of
these time periods and the perspective that our modern culture has projected on to them will be
addressed. It is natural for modern writers of history to project a modern perspective onto the
past in which they are writing about. Explanations for today’s world is a part of why we study
history, but modern perspectives on corporeal punishment and coercion have changed lately. Up
until just recently the modern perspective has been that coercion and corporal punishment have
been effective and acceptable methods of motivation to accomplish learning objectives. My
research suggest that this particular belief has colored the writing of education history. Views
regarding corporal punishment and coercion in today’s world are regarded as least effective, at
best, and in most places, culturally unacceptable. This change in perspective demands new
histories with alternative explanations for the success or failures of a particular education system
in the past because if, in fact, coercion and corporal punishment are not effective today, then the
reality is, they never were. For example, education historian, H.I. Marrou indicates schools of the
past knew better than schools today and their success was partly because of the widespread
acceptance of corporal punishment. He states with conviction, “No schools of antiquity ever
shared our illusions about ‘teaching without tears’.”1 By maintaining the idea that tears are a
necessary part of teaching he is projecting a holdout view common in the 1950s environment of
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which he published his work, A History of Education in Antiquity. Even though this comment
needs to be placed in the cultural context of the 1950s, it is still a striking statement and one that,
in my view, is not only inaccurate but contradicts available research (including Marrou’s!)
Argument
My contention is that educational success in antiquity occurred in spite of, rather than
because of, widespread acceptance of corporal punishment and coercion (and tears). On the
pages that follow, I have argued that despite a long documented history of coercion, corporal
punishment, and negative reinforcement in the pre-modern classroom, positive methods of
student engagement and motivation were, in fact, recognized by leading scholars in every era as
the most effective way to promote learning and, in some cases, were used in both the primary
and secondary classroom.
Structure, Historiography and Method of Research
My approach here is a social history examining chronologically, motivation and engagement
in the education systems of Ancient Greece and Rome, the effects of the Christian Church on
motivation in late antiquity and the Middle Ages, and the dramatic educational changes that
occurred during the Early Modern Period. The reader’s knowledge of general historical
narratives of these periods is assumed. No attempt is made to trace how these civilizations came
to be or list the events that mark their history. However, to build this social history I have
reference some common narratives to provide background and context. Chronology plays an
important role. The way in which Rome addressed motivation and engagement can only be
understood in the context of the way Greece did in the previous centuries. In this way my
discussion of these periods will include a chronological narrative beginning with Greece.
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Chapter one will explain why Greece is a natural starting point for this type of study and how the
idea of the motivation to learn and student engagement takes on new meaning in the Greek
world. The Greek portion of this narrative will lay out some ideas about how and why teaching
and learning develops at such rapid pace during the classical era and continues to thrive during
the Hellenistic period. Chapter two will reflect on the influence of cultural values in ancient
Rome and their effects on the motivation to learn. Like in ancient Greece, Roman cultural plays
a significant role in what motivates learners and an analysis of Rome gives us our first
opportunity to compare and contrast the emphasis of one particular culture vs another when it
comes to education. What the Greeks considered to be an important part of the education
curriculum was different from that of the Romans and therefore motivations were also different.
Also, in the Roman chapter I am able to take advantage of a more bountiful historical record as it
relates to education. In chapters three and four I will examine the role of the Church and
motivation. There seems to be no question that the church carries the education torch and
preserves much of what we know about the ancient world but what effect did they have when it
comes to student motivation and engagement? Clearly, the ultimate goals of a Christian
education would differ in many ways from what motivated individuals in the pagan states of
Greece and Rome but are there also similarities? These chapters will examine learning
institutions of the Church and its role in education by analyzing the writings of its leading
scholars in late antiquity and the medieval period. Finally, chapter five will conclude with an
analysis of the early modern period and consider what it actually means to be “modern” in our
approach to motivation. The shift in focus will consider the significant adjustments that came
with the new technology of the period and why education was place on a permeant path to
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modernity. From a historiographical standpoint both the narrative and social history will serve a
purpose for analysis.
The narrative will include a discussion of culture, social pressures, and demands that were
put on the education systems. This will help to answer several relevant questions and provide
context. What purpose did the education system in a particular society fulfill? Knowing the
“why” regarding education will lead us to a much clearer picture of “how” educators went about
providing education. Ultimately, how those educators taught and their effectiveness is the
primary focus of this work but the overall culture of the society they were a part of would have
affected their approach to motivation in many ways. Related questions will deal with the use of
corporal punishment and coercion. If my argument is true and leading scholars in each period
did, in fact, recognize corporal punishment and coercion as ineffective methods of motivation (as
many do today) then why did it persist? Why was it tolerated throughout the long history of
education? The trajectory of this narrative will also add value to our understanding. What were
the watershed moments of progress? What were the setbacks? The path seems to have been
anything but a steady upward progression so an analysis of why progress sped up or slowed
down will be helpful.
As a social history, I consider my approach to be mostly bottom up. Because I place
emphasis on the leading scholars of each era, I will be extracting information from an elite class
so it may seem as though it is a top down history. However, while this is true to some extent, we
should consider the subject matter. Engagement and especially motivation are inherently bottom
up topics. Although, I will be relying on sources that the elite left behind but I am mostly
interested in what they had to say about how the bottom (mostly children) were engaged and
motivated as learners.
5

Why it Matters Today
In each of these eras, as I examine what the leading scholars of the day had to say about
education and how it should be administered, an objective I hope to accomplish is to stimulate a
discussion about motivation and engagement in today’s classroom. In this way, I will compare
scholars from the past and their assessments with how leading educational scholars today see the
problems of motivation and engagement. Specifically I will be looking for common threads
between education practice of the past and the modern methods of teaching and learning. My
reasoning for this approach is based on a personal belief that good effective teaching is timeless
much like a great work of literature. If Socrates was successful with his technique for engaging
pupils in the forth-century B.C. then I would argue that he would also be successful using those
same techniques in today’s classroom. Regardless of what label it carries, at its best, education is
a socially interactive activity that meets the natural human need to learn and accomplish. A lot
has changed since the time of Socrates but we are still human so that which applies to our
humanity should remain consistent from past to present. Using this same logic, it makes sense
that teaching methods that are effective today would have been effective in pre-modern Europe.
For example, Carol Ann Tomlinson is a leading educator and author today who has written
several books and articles on a modern education practice called Differentiated Instruction. In
one of her books she makes a thin historical comparison of education practices today, to those of
the one-room school houses common in America over 100 years ago. She suggest that “Perhaps
they practiced differentiating instruction before it had a name, or without even knowing its
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name.”2 I think they did. In fact, I want to extend this idea back, not just 100 years but, several
thousand years. It is clear to me from our historical record that Socrates, Quintilian, St.
Augustine, and many others, connected with their pupils in ways that we would consider modern
by today’s teaching standards, but they were practicing techniques yet to have an official name
attached to them. Of course, there are also differences in today’s classrooms and those of premodern Europe so I will also seek to address changes over time but these will be mostly related
to cultural changes. Many cultural changes are obvious but not necessarily when it comes to
analyzing the motivation to learn. With this in mind, I will acknowledge and include relevant
discussion when it comes to how the motivated learner has changed.
Sources
To support this work I will look to a variety of sources. First and foremost, I want to build
my argument on the words of the scholars themselves. Fortunately, many pre-modern educators,
orators, and scholars, had an opinion about this topic and they wrote it down. In many cases they
may have been addressing a larger question but in doing so they revealed insights about methods
of education. An example would be Plato’s Republic. With this book, Plato did not necessarily
have the purpose of pointing out what is, and is not, effective educational practice but in the
process of describing an ideal polis he does just that. What I have found particularly interesting
about primary sources on this topic is not just what they communicate directly but also that
which is revealed absent of the author’s intentions. I will also rely heavily on secondary sources
to make my case. Secondary historical scholarship will have several purposes in this work. First,
I will use the work others have already completed to help build a relevant narrative for education
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history. Education does not happen in a vacuum so political, economic and other social
conditions that have been examined thoroughly already will help me to pose, and answer, new
questions. Secondly, on several occasions, in an attempt to update our perspective, I will
challenge the way in which some secondary scholarship has interpreted this topic. This challenge
will be based mostly on what modern education scholars have to say about the topic. Using
modern pedagogical scholarship as my final source I will compare what they say about
motivation and engagement in today’s classroom with what took place in the classrooms of premodern Europe. In doing so I hope to create a better understanding of what education looked like
in the pre-modern era. Assuming our current view of the pre-modern classroom is somewhat
flawed, the benefits of this type of comparison could be significant to a variety of different
groups.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I recognize that there is currently a lack of scholarship regarding a proper
analysis of how students were engaged and motivated to learn in the past and one of my
objectives is to fill this empty hole. It is an important topic rarely discussed but one that could be
helpful and relevant for both historians and educators. Motivation in general terms has been
famously research and written about from a number of psychologist from Abraham Maslow to
B.F. Skinner but, until recently, relatively little has been written regarding motivation’s role in
education. An excellent book written by Raymond Wlodkowski and Judith Jaynes’s, called
Eager to Learn, is devoted to motivation and learning. In this book, they place motivation on a
pedestal and identify it as the key to learning yet they also acknowledge that it is “a relatively
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new field of study in which factual knowledge is difficult to offer with complete certainty.”3
Despite the acknowledged difficulty, most topics historians engage with require an
understanding of the education systems of the past. Decision makers in history were affected by
the education system that put them in a place of importance so a clear understanding of this
system may offer the historian a new avenue of analysis regarding why their subjects acted in the
way in which they did. Educators, on the other hand, like to use history as a tool to promote
agenda’s or explain why something can or cannot be done. Most everyone likes to use history in
this way but if the historical tool being used is not accurate then it cannot help much and, in fact,
it could hurt. For example, a tendency among educators is to simplify things in the past and it
sounds something like this: “If we could just do it like they did in the good ole days then we
wouldn’t have any problems.” I hope to provide some clarity about what the good ole days
actually looked like in the classroom. It appears to me that they were not at all simple but
complex in many ways, as complex in their time as today. Sorting out this complexity might
reveal insights about what is relevant and meaningful in terms of solutions for today’s educators,
who are still searching for ways to motivate and engage students. Overall, my aim is to bridge
what I see as a gap among historians and educators. There are numerous books on the history of
education but, within those histories, I have found that very little attention is given to student
engagement and motivation. Alternatively, among education scholars, much has been written
about student engagement and motivation, but in their work, I find almost no historical
background. The following chapters will help to fill this gap with a history of motivation and
student engagement in pre-modern Western education.
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Chapter 1
Ancient Greece and the Love of Learning

The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future in life.
Plato 1
This quote is well over 2,000 years old but obviously still rings true. Education is important
and it always has been. Despite this timeless quote, not all students are motivated when it comes
to education. After surveying American high school teachers, education theorist John Goodlad
ranked lack of student interest and lack of parental interest as the two most important problems in
education.2 For this reason, many educators today spend a great deal of time looking for ways to
motivate and engage learners in an effort to positively affect what Plato called their “future in life.”
However, what about during Plato’s time? Were students more motivated then? Less so? How did
the pre-modern world address this particular topic and have conditions changed significantly over
the centuries or have they remained about the same? Psychologist Raymond Wlodkowski and
education counselor Judith Jaynes have identified, among other things, culture and the school as
major influences on the motivation to learn.3 The history in this research agrees with their
conclusions. Culture and the school have always been major influences on the motivation to learn.
This thesis will examine the effects of culture and instructional methods of the schools in pre-
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Plato, The Republic (Black & White Classics, 2014), 71.
John Bishop, “Why the Apathy in American High Schools?” Sage Journals. January 1, 1989. Accessed 2/11/2018.
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.3102/0013189X018001006?journalCode=edra
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Learning (San Francisco and Oxford; Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1990), 13.
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modern Europe beginning with Ancient Greece and concluding with the Early Modern Period.
I will argue that as culture changes, so does motivation and specific learning goals, but regardless
of cultural changes, the effectiveness of instructional methods consistently remains unchanged
over time.
As Culture Changes the Motivation to Learn Changes Over Time.
Culture by definition is a set of shared values and goals, so naturally people within a particular
culture would have a desire to achieve those shared goals. Consequently, educational choices will
reflect these desires. If a culture values science and philosophy, it will likely produce an education
framework that produces a great number of scientist and philosophers. Likewise, if a culture places
a high value on religion it will likely produce a great number of priests and clergymen. As culture
changes, so will the motivation for a particular endeavor change.
Motivational Effectiveness of Instructional Methods Does Not Change Over Time
The second argument to be made is related to the effectiveness of instructional methods over
time. As we move through the various cultural changes of pre-modern Europe we will see, on a
spectrum (Fig. 1), that the effectiveness of instructional methods will remain constant.

More

Effectiveness

Less

Students are
positively
engaged

Students are
undisciplined
& disconnected

(orderly)

(chaotic)
(Fig. 1)

In other words, if we created a spectrum of effective instructional methods and placed positive
student engagement on one end designated as the most effective way to motivate learners, one
could argue that it would be in relatively the same place for all cultures across space and time.
11

The reverse would be true as well. A classroom with no planning order or discipline would be at
the bottom end of an effectiveness spectrum no matter what culture surrounded it. The culture and
methods we begin with is Ancient Greece.
Why Greece?
For a history of educational motivation, many without hesitation would assume Greece to be a
natural starting point. It is quite common to find college textbooks in Education schools indicating
with regularity that the history of education begins with Greece. 1 Understandably, very often a
history of Western education begins with Greece because it is the acknowledged birthplace of
Western culture. A further explanation, for most scholars, is perhaps not necessary but in this case,
purpose and clarity for this subject matter can be achieved with a quick comparison of why Greece
is different from the cultures that came before it.
The unifying culture created with the Homer epics, the Iliad and Odyssey written somewhere
between 850-750 B.C., represent an excellent starting point for an investigation of student
engagement and motivation, but reading, writing, teaching and learning went on for thousands of
years before these great works of literature. Archeology has produced mounds of cuneiform tablets
and unearthed tomb after tomb adorned with Egyptian Hieroglyphics to serve as proof that the
motivation to learn does not necessarily begin with Greece. Students learning in these early
civilizations must have been engaged in lessons and motivated correct? Yes, but the motivation to
learn in Mesopotamia and Egypt was more often of an external nature and for a central authority.

1

David M. & Myra P. Sadker, Teachers, Schools and Society; Third Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1994),
104.
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Often referred to as scribe cultures, individuals were trained and employed by priests and
kings to preserve oral traditions, immortalize great deeds, and decorate tombs among other things.
“Literacy remained the prerogative of a privileged class and served as the agent, not of liberation
and creativity, but of conservation and formalization.”2 As an occupation, certainly the scribes
fared better than manual laborers but an education of this type was not one that could have been
used to pursue a career as a playwright or author books of personal interest. A variety of
instructional methods designed to inspire young learners to record events as scribes would likely
not have been necessary. Evidence from some of the earliest edubbas (scribe schools) suggest the
cane was frequently used. A Sumerian school boy gave an account of his experience with his
schoolmaster from possible before 2000 B.C. He claims to have been canned for, talking, standing
up, holding his head low, leaving the room, and most interestingly, for the poor quality of his
handwriting.3 This early account makes clear that corporal punishment has been a tool of
motivation since the very beginning of mankind’s attempt to educate in any type of classroom
setting. Its presence has been a part of every education culture known to history. One might argue
given the educational accomplishments history has witnessed, that corporal punishment has been
an effective motivator, however this paper will place its level of effectiveness in context.

James Bowen, A History of Western Education (New York: St Martin’s Press, 1972), 27.
Samuel Noah Kramer, “Schooldays: A Sumerian Composition Relating to the Education of a Scribe.” Journal of
the American Oriental Society, Vol 69, No. 4 (Oct-Dec, 1949), 205.
2
3
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If we positioned corporal punishment on the effectiveness spectrum (Fig. 2) it would be near
the bottom, in the direction of less effective, perhaps representing a threshold level of
effectiveness.

More

Effectiveness

Less
Corporal
Punishment

(Fig. 2)

In the case of scribe cultures, like Mesopotamia and Egypt, corporal punishment was probably all
that was necessary, but what about cultures using higher order thinking skills and abstract thought
like Greece?
Education that facilitates liberation and creativity begins with Greece and this type of
motivation is the environment investigated with this paper. Unlike Mesopotamia and Egypt before
it, Greece developed a culture that included a different set of values for education. The Poleis, or
city states, of Greece placed emphasis on citizenship participation in all aspects of governing and
this had tremendous implications on the motivation to learn. Reaching its pinnacle with the
democracy of Athens in the fourth and fifth-century BC, this culture demanded a large body of
educated citizens in order to function properly.
The geography of Greece helps to explain the development of the city-states and their cultures.
Unlike Mesopotamia and Egypt, who developed large empires along flat river basins, the Greeks
were divided by their geography. The mountains extending from the Balkan Peninsula into the
hundreds of Mediterranean islands, provided for a somewhat isolated development of individual
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city-states. The interaction that did take place was characterized by fierce rivalries, endless wars
and competition that lead to reform minded government and thriving economies.
Stanford University professor, Josiah Ober, hypothesized that these strongly citizen-centered
governments with accompanying market based economies, spread across the Greek-speaking
world beginning in the early Iron Age. Their populations contained a high morale as a result of
their regular citizen participation.4 Facilitated by market-based economies that naturally follow the
more democratic forms of government, these city-states became increasingly wealthy and boasted
an overall higher standard of living compared to the rest of the ancient world. Ober makes a
convincing argument that the divided geography of the city states help to stimulate economic
competition as opposed to the river based economies in Mesopotamia and Egypt which were much
easier to monopolize by a central bureaucracy. Add to this the development and adoption of the
Greek alphabet and one gets a consistent clear picture of why the study of motivation begins with
Greece. Scribes in Mesopotamia and Egypt had the difficult task of learning thousands of
characters for the very narrow purpose of serving the interest of someone else (i.e. central
government). By contrast, the Greek citizen had the, relatively easy, task of learning the Greek
alphabet which could then in turn open up a wealth of opportunities and allow them to make
choices about their own future in life. By the fifth-century BC, so valuable was this education
opportunity that, by way of the Sophists, it become a product with a price tag. The Sophist ability
to charge money, and make a living, for the service of education is clear evidence of a culture that
prized education. The fact that the Sophists were able to appeal to a wealth class for their services,
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which needed to acquire cultural and rhetorical skills, means that there was an abundance of
families in ancient Greece motivated to obtain an education for their children.
One final point that must be considered regarding this culture of motivated learners was the
impact of Homer. As soon as the alphabet was made available to the Geeks, we find unmistakable
and overwhelming evidence of Homer, a Pan-Hellenic linguistic phenomenon firmly established
from the Ionian cities on the edges of the Anatolian plain to Italia Eretria, and from Boeotia to
Rhodes.5 His Iliad and Odyssey become standard textbooks for education in the Greek world. The
heroes he created were idolized by generations of Greeks. A set of Greek values were associated
with his characters. Bravery, sacrifice, and the development of mind and body all became
necessary for glory. In fact, it is hard to find evidence of a Greek citizen in the classical era who
is not familiar with the works of Homer. Pre-Socratic philosophers, like Pythagoras, read Homer,6
Plato’s goal of truth made him critical of Homeric myths,7 and Alexander famously carried
Homer’s work with him on his campaigns. The point being, if one was to consider himself a
cultivated Greek citizen he had at some point committed to reading, writing and reciting Homer.
Whether they idolized them, like Alexander, or were critical of them, like Plato, Greeks in
general terms were all familiar with the heroes that Homer created. The importance of this is that
Homer’s heroes were educated. Chiron taught Achilles everything from hunting to pharmacopeia.
Peleus was missioned to train Achilles in oratory so he could address the council. The entire appeal
of The Odyssey was Ulysses’ ability to use his wits to get out of difficult circumstances. The heroes
that the ancient Greek child grew up wanting to imitate were thinking men. Families of ancient

5

Kevin Robb, Literacy and Paideia in Ancient Greece (New York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 67.
Suzanne S. Gillet, Denis O’Brien and Kevin Corrigan Leiden, Reading Ancient Text; Pre-Socratic & Plato
(Boston: Brill, 2007), 62.
7
H.I. Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1956), 72.
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Greek culture sent their young boys to school with the inclination to be a motivated learner who is
easily engaged because they were often inspired by Homer’s learned heroes. However, once the
child got into the classrooms, how were they motivated and engaged in lessons?
By the time Greece was entering into its Classical period (c. 480 B.C.) strong ideas about the
purpose of an education were beginning to develop. The growth of philosophy and rhetoric was
moving along two lines of thought. Teachers of rhetoric, called sophist, emerged to meet the
growing need for training young men in the art of public speaking and persuasion. The Sophist,
for a fee, could enable a one to become an effective citizen making his case in the assemblies and
courts. Philosophy, however, was more concerned with a moral and ethical search for truth
ultimately focused on reveling that which was good. Philosophers, like Socrates (469-399 B.C.),
were critical of the Sophist’s in that they commercialized knowledge irresponsibly teaching young
men the power of persuasion with little regard for what was right or wrong. Sophists countered
that they were delivering a useful and meaningful skill while philosophers very often spent an
inordinate amount of time quibbling over lofty ideas that had no real answers. Couched within the
debate about which was more appropriate we find several seemingly modern ideas about
education. Socrates represented the view that students should be engaged and motivated for the
purpose of philosophy.
For Socrates, philosophy meant to discover truth and moral excellence but his method was
what is most revealing in terms of engaging students. A traditional method of learning, then and
now, was for teacher to dispense knowledge and pupils to receive it. Instead of using this format
Socrates would ask a series of questions about a seemingly simple topic like the meaning of virtue.
Plato’s dialogue features Socrates asking Meno to define virtue and then following up with
questions that ultimately forced Meno into a contradiction and therefore forced him to reexamine
17

what he actually believed about virtue and discovered for himself, new possibilities.8 This process
called the Socratic Method was, and still is, an effective way to engage learners along with
instilling an intrinsic motivation. Carol Ann Tomlinson, Professor of Education at the University
of Virginia, describes this type of learning as a part of a healthy classroom environment. Much
like Socrates, she explains that “These kinds of teachers do not provide solutions when students
can figure things out for themselves. They [teachers] provide directions and guidelines for quality,
but they leave some ambiguity, choice, and flexibility so the students have to make leaps of transfer
and apply common sense.” Socrates never wrote anything down but if he had given us a few lines
about pedagogy one can imagine it would have been similar to Tomlinson’s. In addition to unique
methods of teaching the Greeks also understood other important concepts in education that have
several modern parallels.
Modern education theorists consistently place tremendous emphasis on teachers developing
caring relationships with their students and the ancient Greeks saw the importance of this concept
as well. Again, Tomlinson explains in healthy classroom environment the teacher appreciates each
child as an individual and this is achieved by working to get to know their students so they can
“see who they really are, what makes them unique in the world.”9 Dr. Harry Wong goes even
further. He states, “When you look at the truly effective teachers, you will also find caring, warm,
lovable people.”10 No question Plato loved his teacher, Socrates, but there is other evidence, even
among the Sophist, that this idea of a caring teacher/pupil relationship was widespread. Marrou
writes that a personal relationship between teacher and pupil was “a principle dear to antiquity…
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and a group of disciples centering round the same master was often described potentially as a
chorus or a fraternity, so that the spiritual bond that united them had an almost sacred character.”11
While this caring relationship between teachers and pupils in Ancient Greece may have often come
with a different set of boundaries than what would be acceptable in our modern world but the
importance of connecting on a personal level is definitely comparable. While the Sophist and
Socrates would have agreed on the importance of building a relationship with students they
differed greatly on the content.
While Socrates and his followers held lofty and noble ideas regarding education as a search
for truth and moral excellence the Sophists believed education served a much more practical
purpose. In the democratic atmosphere that developed among Greek city states, political skills
became necessary for effective participation. Realizing this, the Sophists offered to teach strategies
of practical politics. They were concerned with developing persuasive techniques by specializing
in grammar, logic and rhetoric. Protagoras, one of the most famous Sophists, and a contemporary
of Socrates, specifically addressed what motived learners. According to historian Gerald Gutek,
“Protagoras believed that Athenians were motivated by their interest, both personal and public.
Accordingly, he promised to teach his students to manage their personal affairs and property
effectively and to develop the arguments and strategies that led to political power.” 12 Another of
the great Sophists, Isocrates (436-338), developed instruction for the art of rhetoric. Marrou gives
him credit for creating the “set speech” and using it as an instrument of action.13 Also, Isocrates
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had his students practice by giving them sample speeches to copy and imitate. In short, the sophists
taught practical skills that could be employed for a particular career.
Aristotle, who was in the philosophy camp, departed from Plato somewhat when it came to
how he thought about the acquisition of knowledge. Rather than holding to the Socratic idea that
humans already possessed knowledge and it just needed to be uncovered, Aristotle instead took
the view that knowledge was not inherent and could be gathered by observation and inquiry,
especially that of the natural world.14 This idea has significant implications in terms of motivation
and engaging student’s interest. It is learning that relies on sensory experience, ordering of facts,
and logical cause and effect. Also, unlike Plato, who desired to train philosopher kings, this
scientific knowledge building of the natural world was absent of an obvious political or economic
reason, meaning it was a value of learning just for the sake of learning and in many cases simply
to satisfy the natural human curiosity of discovery.
Hellenistic developments
When Alexander inherited his father’s Kingdom of Macedonia in 336 B.C and carried out a
conquest of the known world, he brought Greek ideas of education with him. The Hellenistic
culture that followed his military campaign brought with it paideia; the development of a conscious
ideal of education and culture.15 Much of what was established, both in thought and practice, in
Plato’s Academy and Aristotle’s Lyceum was transferred to other cities in the Hellenistic Greek
world. Certainly, Alexander’s literacy education gave him the visions of becoming a second
Achilles but perhaps more important to the spread of paideia was the influence of his old tutor,
Aristotle.
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It is reasonable to conclude that Aristotle would have instilled in his pupils a desire to
investigate and make empirical observations. Several of his pupils were on Alexander’s campaign.
In many ways, Alexander himself served as Aristotle’s eyes and ears by writing back and forth to
him as well as sending back a collection of his travels like the Babylonian Astronomical Diaries.16
Alexander’s death in 323 B.C. cuts short his opportunity to spread Aristotelian educational ideas
but others who were influenced by the great philosopher would take the reins.
One of Alexander’s main generals, Ptolemy served as perhaps one of the best examples of the
importance that Greek culture placed on education. When Alexander died, his generals took over
sections of what he had conquered for themselves. Ptolemy secured the Egyptian portion of
Alexander’s crumbling empire and ruled from the newly established Alexandria. Ptolemy, who
was also probably tutored by Aristotle, took steps to make his Kingdom a center of knowledge and
learning that would rival Athens.17 He provided incentives for intellectuals to come to his court.18
Eventually his heirs would establish a typically Aristotelian way of gathering knowledge by
establishing a museum and library.
The Library and Museum became the institutions through which the Ptolemies advanced
education. Alexandria became a Mecca for scholars and several prominent names became
associated with it over the years. The results were spectacular. Euclid in the third-century B.C.
wrote his highly influential Elements of Geometry.19 Shortly thereafter, scholar and museum
director, Eratosthenes used this geometric knowledge to, astonishingly, calculate the
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circumference of the world.20 Even Archimedes of Syracuse was known to have visited the
library.21 These men and others contributed to the Aristotelian idea of learning by experience rather
than memorization drills. Concerning Archimedes’ principle, students (then and now) could
examine the buoyancy of an item by placing it in a fluid and weighting the amount of displaced
fluid. Experimental learning of this sort flourished during the Hellenistic era. Even after the fall of
Alexandria to the Muslim conquest in the seventh-century, a preservation of much of this
scholarship would serve to ignite a renaissance of classical learning after the stagnant decline of
the Middle Ages.
Coercion and Corporal Punishment from Greece to Rome
The mental image of a cruel schoolmaster wielding an instrument of terror has long been
associated with the world of education. Probably without exception, any historical period one
examines will include a recollection of teachers using corporal punishment to force students to
learn what they are supposed to be learning. The interesting contradiction explored throughout this
paper is that along with this regular acceptance of corporal punishment one also finds strong
opponents of the practice who question its effectiveness. Why? Ancient Greece provides the first
set of clues to answer this question.
The first question to consider is when would corporal punishment have become an accepted
practice in the Greek schools? If we assume that coercion and corporal punishment have always
accompanied young pupils tediously trying to learn their letters then we could put the date on the
invention of the schools themselves. One of the earliest examples of an inscription with Greek
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letters is the Dipylon Oinochoe which dates to around 720 B.C.22 The generally accepted view is
that Homer composed the Iliad and Odyssey near this date so we can conclude some level of
literacy was present but perhaps not enough to support a school system. Despite this early proof
of an accessible alphabet, Kevin Robb and others, suggest that the widespread familiarity is not
realized until much later.
the Greek paideia, where sunousia, oral association with elder, and the memorization and
recitation of verse in the service of moral information of character are not immediately
replaced by the textualization of knowledge….. literate practice comes to dominate over
the older, oral habits and institutions only in the fourth century [BC].23
If teaching and learning was mostly oral, it is hard to imagine the need for corporal
punishment in that environment. The fourth-century was also the time in which Isocrates, Plato
and others were making prerequisite connections between learning letters and grammar in order to
become an effective rhetorician or philosopher. Yet Isocrates and Plato in making these
connections, were critical of teachers who employed the type of boring routine lessons that might
require coercion to implement.
I am amazed to see that there are some people who are thought fit to teach students,
although - without realizing it – they present an inflexible technique as a model for an
activity which is creative. 24
Isocrates clearly saw teaching and learning as a creative process. In the Republic, Plato,
states “compulsory learning never sticks in the mind… therefore… let your children’s lessons
take the form of play.”25 The use of corporal punishment continued to be a part of a debate in
Athenian democracy. Chrysippas the leader of a stoic school in Athens during the third-century
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BC, states that he does not disprove of corporal punishment, indicating at the very least there
were those around him who did.26 In Athens these educators may have been quick to point out
the problems of coercion among the youth but a rival city-state to the south established an
educational institution that went beyond just relying on corporal punishment to motivate students
and instill obedience; it glorified the practice.
The Agoge of Sparta
The school for Spartan education was called the agoge and it was famously dedicated to
maintaining military strength, but it was also a school that taught academics.27 From Aristotle’s
Politics we learn that Spartan education emphasized brutality but that they also claim a nice
appreciation of music.28 According to Plutarch they learned at least “the necessary” in the matter
of reading and writing.29 One might argue that it is in this educational environment we see
coercion and corporeal punishment given purpose and value beyond a simple use of force. It
became a matter of honor as it relates to obedience.
Given Sparta’s reputation for military excellence, the brutality toward pupils of the agoge
proved to be a successful method of training soldiers, but by glorifying the practice it perhaps
helped to perpetuate corporal punishment in schools for centuries to come. Accounts vary as to
the purpose and severity, but whips being used to instill courage and obedience are consistently
among the descriptions of what young Spartan boys suffered through in the agoge. In classical
Athens, Xenophon wrote about a violent cheese stealing ritual in which boys are forced to steal
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their food and endure the lash if they were unsuccessful.30 A story from Plutarch illustrates their
commitment to discipline. A young Spartan boy had placed a stolen fox under his garments to
hide it from the owners who had come looking for it. Using its claws, the fox tore into the boy’s
torso but he did not say a word so as not to be caught. As the owner of the fox left the boy
quietly died. The moral of the story was that it was better to die without yielding to the pain than
to live in disgrace because of weakness.31 The idea was that this type of discipline trained future
soldiers who would be good at foraging food on long campaigns in enemy territory and that
could ignore pain and suffering. By the time of the Roman occupation this ritual had evolved
into a famous contest of fortitude and endurance.
Among them, the boys, lacerated by whips all day long at the altar of Artemis Orthia,
often until death, bear it cheerfully and proudly, contending over victory with one another
as to who of them will endure being beaten the most. And the one remaining wins
extraordinary renown among them. The competition is called “the Flagellation”; it
happens every year.32
The ephebe who had held out the longest in the endurance contest won the title of altarvictor which he retained for life. On occasion the city even voted to erect a statue in his honor!33
Admiration for the courage shown by these young boys grows beyond the city of Sparta. Rome,
the subject of the next chapter, had tremendous admiration for Spartan culture and as we will see
this was reflected in their education traditions.
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Roman links to Sparta
Polybius first compared the constitution of Rome and Sparta and a list of similarities have
grown from his comparison.34 Posidonius wrote that the Romans “imitated the constitution of the
Lacedaemonians [Spartans] in every way and preserved it better than they have.”35 The
Roman/Sparta comparison list should include educational discipline in the schools. Rome’s final
battle for the conquest of Greece at Corinth in 146 BC was ostensibly on behalf of Sparta so a
position of respect and autonomy was granted to Sparta during the early Roman occupation.
With this in mind, Roman admiration for Spartan institution like the agoge should not be
surprising. Cicero, attempting to popularize Stoic philosophy references the boys of Sparta as a
model of courage and one that should be emulated.
The boys at Sparta are scourged so at the altars that blood follows the lash in abundance;
nay, sometimes, as I used to hear when I was there, they are whipped even to death; and
yet not one of them was ever heard to cry out, or so much as groan. What, then? Shall
men not be able to bear what boys do?36
Stoicism itself has a deep impact on the Roman culture and according to Nigel Kennell,
Zeno, the father of the philosophy used Lycurgan Sparta as an approximate basis for his
Republic, which strongly implies he devised its educational system with an eye to the agoge.37
Suddenly, enduring the whip in an educational setting was not only acceptable; it was, in fact,
something to be admired. The legend of the brave Spartan boys, taught to be tough and endure,
perpetuates even in today’s popular culture. In short, a disciplined demand of obedience in the
classroom should be included among the many aspects of Greek culture adopted by the Romans.
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Among the more positive Greek adoptions Roman educators were able to improve upon was
oratory. The practical-minded Roman Republic in need of skilled politicians to manage an
unprecedented expansion would turn to the outline presented by the Sophist to meet their
educational needs. Issues of motivation and student engagement became a practical matter for
Romans and in some cases, despite the admiration for Sparta, they address it in remarkable
positive ways. The following chapter explores the direction in which the Romans took education.
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Chapter 2
Student Engagement in Roman Education

A task disturbing enough to my spirit was set before me, that, for a reward of praise and
in dread of disgracing myself and being whipped, I should deliver the works of Juno…
St. Augustine1
In any historical period, two questions are consistently present for teachers; what to teach and
how to teach it? Deciding what content to teach has been an endless quest changing overtime as
new information has become available. Content will inevitably continue to evolve, but the “how”
part of an educator’s task, in many ways, remains unchanged. Surviving sources from the ancient
Roman era reveal many strategies and methods that engaged learners in positive ways despite a
culture in which coercion and corporal punishment were acceptable forms of motivation.
In the above quote, St. Augustine was recalling the anxiety he felt as a school boy attempting
to perfect his rhetoric by communicating the proper emotions and passions of one of Virgil’s
characters. His fear of being whipped is a well-documented motivator in classrooms of the past
but the idea of using rewards, praise, and positive methods to engage students is a topic that is
traditionally neglected. I suspect that the average person would identify positive student
engagement as an entirely modern concept. Dr. Tammy Stephens, President of eClass4learning,
recently wrote an article full of tips about how to engage students in positive ways.2 While, her
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advice is one example among many, it is something modern educators work to achieve and
they do so because it has proven to be effective. If it is effective today it stands to reason that it
would have also been effective for educators in ancient Rome. So what does the evidence say
about student engagement in ancient Rome? Like the Greeks before them, the evidence suggests
that some educators in ancient Roman indeed were convinced of the importance connected to
student engagement and worked to achieve it with both good and bad results. This chapter will
argue that the Romans structured a multi-level educational system in a culture that accepted
largely ineffective methods of coercion, but at the same time recognized engaging students in
positive ways could be the most effective method for students to learn.
The Greek Influence on Roman Education
to be ignorant of what happened before you were born is to remain always as a child
Cicero1
The Greek civilization changed the way the Western world viewed education in many ways
and the Romans were the first to benefit from these changes. Education in some way has always
had the purpose of vocational training for specific jobs and while this type of training never goes
away, the Greeks began to move toward the spirit of inquiry for its own sake. Their culture
developed an appreciation for the intrinsic love of knowledge.
This shift naturally led to new ways of thinking about how a curriculum could be structured
as well as how it might be taught. Ideas about the role of the state sponsored vs private education
was also rethought. In Sparta the famous military goals of the state served as powerful coercive
motivation but in Athens, especially when military threats were low, wealthy sons wanted to
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pursue intellectual questions and were motivated more by a love of learning.2 Love of learning
and coercion are by nature at odds with one another and the Greek language reflected this
conflict. The fact that the Greek word for leisure is schole´ says much about the Greek attitude
toward learning. A different emphasis on what was to be studied resulted in an expansion of
curriculum. Science, math, music and drama accompany traditional subjects of philosophy and
rhetoric. In addition to a changing attitude, the Greeks also changed methods of teaching.
Socrates may be the first historical example of a teacher using a teaching strategy that relied on a
fun way to learn rather than a repetitive disciplined oriented approach to advancing knowledge.
As previously mentioned, his Socratic questioning method proved to be entertaining for both the
teacher and the student while at the same time meaningful learning was taking place about what
one believed. The Socratic Method was in many ways the opposite of a disciplined Spartan type
approach that relied on fear of punishment to reach educational goals. Plato even developed a
competitive game in his Academy in which students attempted to use the Socratic Method to
elicit a contradiction in a short period. Many leading Roman educators would agree with the
Greeks’ assessments regarding positive engagement.
In their military conquest, the Romans continuously found evidence of the Greeks’ success in
education throughout the ancient world. Wherever they went in the Hellenic world, they found
the people there reading, writing, and teaching with Greek methods. Greek language had been
used to translate other ancient texts. The establishment of libraries, like those in Alexandria and
Pergamum, were evidence of a superior culture of learning that had been established in the
Hellenized world.3 The Romans, to their great credit, recognized the significance of these
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accomplishments so they adopted and in some cases build upon the Greeks successful efforts to
engage students.
While the overarching goals of the Greek city-states varied from city to city, the Roman
Republic, with its unique political system, developed a need and a desire for their education
system to produce effective public speakers. The Roman Forum along with its many assemblies
created a long-term need for leaders who were skilled orators. The most famous of these, Cicero,
had this to say regarding the ultimate motivation for their educational system:
there is to my mind no more excellent thing, than the power, by means of oratory to get a
hold on assemblies of men, win their good will, direct their inclinations wherever the
speaker wishes, or divert them from whatever he wishes. In every free nation, and most
of all communities that have attained the enjoyment of peace and tranquility, this one art
has always flourished above the rest and ever reigned supreme. 4
Cicero’s enthusiasm for oratory was apparently shared by Romans in general because
both traditions and the structure of their education system were geared towards training citizens
who had the ability to communicate effectively.
Traditions and Structure of Roman Education
As it relates to education, several aspects of Roman culture are important to note.
Throughout Roman history long established traditions became organized into customs, called
mos, which served as a basic legal authority in Roman life. The Romans exhibited such
continued concern for legal issues and the development of the law that it gave a distinct quality
to their culture.5 The Law of the Twelve Tables was a part of this tradition and it permeated every
aspect of society to include the family and their education system. For example, Table XII, states
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that “whatever the people had last ordained should be held as binding by law.”6 One particular
mos that the people seemed to consistently “ordain” was the authoritative role of the father.
The authoritative role of the father in the home played a significant part in the tradition of
education for Roman boys in particular.7 So strong was the father’s authority that there were
actually legal proceedings in which the father could prescribe a death sentence to family
members, although this was apparently rarely carried out. While formal education for girls was
not unheard of, the father’s authority was used primarily for preparing sons for a variety of
educational needs. This could have meant securing a teacher, pedagogue (most likely a Greek
slave), or the father could have taken on the task of educating a young son himself as did Marcus
Cato (234-149 B.C.). An accomplished public official himself, Cato, with more education than
most, made the decision to teach his own child because he did not “want his son to be indebted to
a slave for such a priceless thing as education.”8 With this type of value for education, respect for
the law and the fathers authority Roman boys made their way into a structured school system that
recognized and operated inside these cultural norms.
Beginning at age seven, young Romans began attending a multi-level education system that
included elementary education, grammar school and training in a school of rhetoric for older
students. The immediate objective was to produce citizens capable of reading, writing, and
enough arithmetic to function in a dynamic civilization. The ultimate objective of some was to
use their education to become accomplished orators.
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Elementary training began at age seven and students typically traveled from home,
accompanied by a pedagogue (slave attendant). It is likely that schools varied in quality, much
like today, depending on the wealth and social status of the parents. These schools taught
children how to read and write letters as well as how to put them together to make syllables and
simple words. Exercises were written on wooden tablets coated in wax and students used a stylus
to carve out their letters on the wax.9 Simple arithmetic was also a part of primary school
curriculum and often the pedagogue accompanied pupils to these schools in open air classrooms
on the streets and public squares within the city.10 Open-air classrooms were sometimes
necessary simply because the teacher did not own a building in which to teach, but in some
cases, the public square may have been preferred because it provided a public advertisement that
might help the teacher add a few more fee paying students to his roster.11
The grammar school was the next phase, beginning at age twelve. The focus here continued
to be on reading, writing, verbal communication and in some cases more advanced mathematics
using an abacus. The objective of the grammar school was twofold. Many of these students
would finish their education at this level, capable of communicating as a citizen of Rome and
with enough skills in math, as Horace puts it, “to look after your money.”12 The second objective
of the grammar school was to prepare students, who were positioned for a future in public
service, to attend a school of rhetoric.
The school of rhetoric was for the Roman youth at ages sixteen through eighteen.13 This
school had the purpose of taking all the reading writing and knowledge of poetry, which had
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been gathered by the pupil, and using it to build and employ the skill of oratory. There was often
a strong economic motive to do well because success at this level could lead to a profitable
career in the public sector. The Roman Republic, and Empire, had many opportunities for
talented orators to distinguish themselves with a ladder climbing political career or as a legal
advocate persuading one of the many assemblies. For example, aspiring politicians could
complete the cursus honorum, a specific progressive career path, which included the office of
Quaestor, Aedile, Praetor, and finally Consul.14
Coercion and Corporal Punishment
At every level of this school system, not surprisingly, teachers had to contend with students
who did not respond to their lessons in an appropriate way and very often some type of corporal
punishment was used as motivation, but was it effective? At Pompeii there is a well preserved
mosaic depicting an open air school with students studying tablets on one end and on the other
end of the classroom a presumably misbehaving student is receiving corporal punishment. Called
“over the shoulders,” a few of his classmates hold him while the schoolmaster administers what
looks to be painful blows across a bare back using a stranded whipping instrument.
While this scene is more than likely one of the more extreme examples of corporal
punishment a wide variety of coercion methods were used in the schools throughout antiquity
and across the Mediterranean world. Ovid mentions small boys’ tender hands receiving cruel
blows from the school master’s ferula. There is no shortage of students complaining about
physical coercion throughout history but parents and society have generally accepted its use. St.
Augustine, quoted in the introduction, speaks about his fear of a whipping but he also says that
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his parents merely smiled when he complained of painful punishments, and that most parents
readily accepted such methods as a means of deterring boys from bad behavior.15 Despite its
wide spread use and general acceptance there were plenty of education scholars in Rome who,
like Plato, believed coerced learning to be ineffective.
Opposition to coercion is well-documented among Romans. Quintilian, author of Institutio
Oratoria, wrote more surviving works on the theory and practice of education than anyone and
he leaves little doubt where he would place corporal punishment on the spectrum of effectiveness
stating, “Physical coercion such as flogging and caning is useless; it is degrading and
ineffectual.”16 Scholar and writer Marcus Varro put it this way, “fear, undue nervousness and all
mental disturbances are utterly alien to true learning.”17 The Roman Stoics, like Seneca and
Marcus Aurelius, believed the child should be “encouraged to the emulation of his elders and
never punished physically.”18 Suetonius warned of the consequences of coerced learning
“children [shouldn’t] be harshly forced to begin the three Rs or … have real work pressed upon
them. Above all else we must take care that a child who is not yet old enough to love learning
should not come to hate it.”19All of these examples are consistent with what many modern
educators would have to say about the use of corporal punishment for motivation.
The question becomes, why coercion and punishment enjoyed such support if leading
thinkers of the day believed it to be ineffective. The answer has various opinions. According to
Stanley Bonner, the use of harsh coercion was connected to an additional pressure on teachers in
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Rome that does not exist today. He reasons that Rome’s fee-paying system required results or
parents would not pay and as a result, coercion was necessary to protect their livelihood. This fee
for service he says “tempted teachers to adopt severe methods, to make sure that, willy-nilly
boys learned what they were told” but his assessment runs counter to what leading educators
believed to be effective. Why use a tactic that Quintilian declared useless? In addition to this
contradiction, the use of coercion continued long after Rome’s fee-paying system went away, to
include very recent times. The more logical explanation for its use is that teachers in Rome, just
like in any era, resorted to coercion and corporal punishment because it was easy to use and they
were unaware of how to organize lessons that engaged their students and effectively kept them
on task. While coercion was, like Varro says, alien to learning, it could be effectively used to
maintain an orderly classroom environment so that the students, who were inclined to learn
something, were not distracted by those with behavior problems. Educators in ancient Rome had
an opinion about what was ineffective, but there is also evidence to suggest that they identified
positive methods and motivators that were effective.
Methods of Student Engagement in Roman Education
Engaging a student in a positive way meant providing meaningful motivation at the
appropriate age levels. For example, the fantastic benefits of being an effective orator, as Cicero
mentions, might have been motivation enough for an older student practicing a speech, but a
useless source of motivation for an elementary student trying to figure out why he needed to
labor endlessly on a wax tablet in order to learn how to make his letters. At every level of the
Roman system, there are fascinating examples of educators employing positive methods of
engagement.
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For the seven to twelve year old range, positive engagement could be achieved in a variety of
ways. Both Cicero and St. Augustine recalled having to learn things like the Twelve Tablets or
multiplication tables in “sing song” or “chant” fashion, indicating many primary school teachers
would use music and rhythm to help young students with memory.20 Quintilian suggested a
practice devised to stimulate a child to learn by “giving him ivory letters to play with and
anything else that can be proved to add to the child’s pleasure, which it may be a delight to him
to handle, look at, and name.”21 Horace mentions “coaxing teachers” who took this idea a step
further by actually making little pastries in the shape of letters. These clever teachers were using
the power of a hungry stomach to engage their learners.
A competitive learning environment with rewards was a recommended tool for engagement
at all levels. Quintilian, referring to young children, recommends that “when he will not learn, let
another be taught of whom he may be jealous; let him compete sometimes with others and quite
often think himself victorious: let him also be excited by rewards, which at that age are eagerly
sought after.” The Roman historian Suetonius records that a grammarian
Marcus Verrius Flaccus, a freedmen, gained special fame by his method teaching. For to
stimulate the efforts of his pupils, he used to pit those of the same advancement against
one another, not only setting the subject on which they write but also offering a prize for
the victor to carry off. This was some old book, either beautiful or rare.22
Eventually Flaccus was hired by Augustus for 100,000 sesterces per annum to take over
instruction of his grandchildren, and Seneca.23 This kind of payment to a teacher from the
Emperor represents a clear message of approval for this particular teacher and his methods. The
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competitive environment continued into the school of rhetoric with much bigger prizes waiting
for those who could stand out among their peers.
Economic and Career Motivations to Engage Learners
The ultimate goal of the school of rhetoric (a capstone to the entire education system) was to
produce competent and capable leaders of persuasion and it was at this level of education that
students, parents and teachers could see the ultimate prize and feel the pressures of competition
for a prominent place in the Roman economy. In the school of rhetoric there was less need to
construct motivating scenarios that would focus a student’s attention and engage them in a
particular lesson because the connection to economic rewards was much easier to make. A
spectacular career in the Forum or, at the very least, a legal advocate in the assembly, was
waiting just on the other side of completion. Real world opportunities were indeed available in a
variety of different types of assemblies. By 241 BC, the Republic was divided into 35 different
governing districts called tribes and each tribe held many kinds of assemblies. Assemblies based
on the tribes are attested as having been convened both by tribunes and aediles of the plebs and
by major magistrates of the people - consuls, praetors and co-rule aediles.24 Skills at all levels
were needed but often parents had their hopes on a career in the Forum and this added to the
pressure felt by students. Rhetorician Agamemnon from Petronius proclaimed that the parental
opinion was that there was no finer gift than eloquence. Juvenal describes a young boy beginning
school after the holidays fired with the determination to become a second Demosthenes or
Cicero.25 One can imagine the pride of his parents sending him off to school.
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In essence the school of rhetoric took what students had learned about history, mythology
and poetry and taught them how to project their voice and frame arguments with a thesis, a
narrative or some other technique. Declamation served as a sort of final exam or rather a series of
final exams. There was motivation for pupils and schools to get to this point as soon as possible.
The singular focus of this educational system had mixed results.
The Good and the Bad of Rome’s Ability to Engage Learners
Overall the Roman education system in terms of engagement could be described as both
successful and lacking. Despite some recent scholarly criticism, an argument could be made that
the Roman education system successfully engaged students and produced generations of
successful orators who in many cases were masterful politicians capable of communicating
effectively in a variety of situations.
Susan P. Mattern’s book Roman and the Enemy was highly critical of the education and
training of Roman statesmen. She states that major decisions of the empire were not made by
men trained in military theory, economics or political science, but instead were made by ordinary
men who were simply “required only an education in how to make his ideas persuasive.”26
While Mattern’s book has a number of interesting conclusions, there are several reasons to
disagree with her assessment of the education and training of Roman leadership. Rome survived
five centuries as a representative democracy giving its citizens the right to vote. Even the
authoritarian Principate maintained an acute awareness of the power held by the masses. With
this in mind consider Mattern’s view and her areas of concern. Military theory includes the
ability to present purpose and relevance of a particular campaign and the skilled orator capable
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of inspiring troops with a heroic comparison of their efforts to that of Achilles or Scipio would
have been of great value. Economic decisions of any kind required persuasion of the Senate and
very often the people as well. Most troubling is Mattern’s assumptions regarding political
science. She states Roman leaders were not trained in political science.27 The more reasonable
conclusion is that the Romans practically invented political science.
Indeed, the Roman education system purposefully produced what its economy and aggressive
expansion demanded; skilled political leaders. According to Cicero, Quintilian, Varro, Flaccus
and a host of others they accomplished this task most effectively with positive student
engagement. The draw back to their success lies in what was neglected. The more pressure that a
school felt to train orators, the stronger the need was to prepare its boys to demonstrate their
ability in declamation so students could get on with their careers. This singular focus on the
liberal arts meant it was less likely that schools would spend appropriate time on other subjects
like math and science.28 French scholar H.I Marrou acknowledged that in Antiquity “advanced
science…remained entirely Greek.”29 The irony of this regrettable result is that today our
education system today faces an almost opposite problem. The modern obsession is with a skills
based technical education.30 Parents, schools and universities are so overwhelmingly focused on
making every child a scientist or engineer one wonders what will be the social impact?
Ultimately, the Roman education system, much like today, had both good and bad results
concerning their overall area of focus.
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Conclusion
Even though a great many more tools of coercion and fear were available, and acceptable, to
teachers and students in ancient Rome, the most effective methods for student success were
efforts to engage students in positive ways. The reason for this was because, despite their ancient
culture, students in Rome were very much human and responded to effective engagement in
same way modern students respond. Garrett G. Fagan makes a convincing argument regarding
the use of psychology as a tool for studying history and even though he uses it to explain the
enthusiastic attendance to the gruesome gladiator contest, his point has application to student
engagement as well. Fagan states, “It is possible for modern minds to comprehend, analyze, and
even empathize with the actions of other people in other historical eras.” He goes on to say, in
short, that despite obvious differences between ancient Romans and more modern times, the
citizens that we read about behave in ways we recognize and relate to. Their human emotions
make sense to us today and it is the explanation for the timelessness of many great works of art.31
Anyone who has had the privilege of seeing a modern version of Lysistrata knows that a well
done theatrical production from the work of Aristophanes can generate the same sort of laughter
and emotion that it did for the Greeks several thousand years ago. In this same way, modern
examples of effective ways to engage students will elicit a response similar to the way they did
thousands of years ago in a completely different culture. Teaching methods of this variety, and
their application, are like the great works of art, timeless. They will continue to be effective
because students respond, not as members of a certain culture or historical era, but simply as
individuals with a very human need for engagement.
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Chapter 3
Motivation and Education in Late Antiquity

The rise and triumph of Christianity in the Roman Empire of late antiquity brought with it
several new factors to consider concerning the motivation to learn. The new belief system
changed Roman culture and values. These Christian values were new but also reflected a blend
of older traditions from the Hebrew, Greek, and Rome’s own pagan past. As a result, what was
valuable to learn changed in many ways. The record from late antiquity adds to the previous
chapters in that, regardless of the cultural changes, teaching methods either are (or are not)
effective in the classroom. Specifically, this chapter will argue that while the Roman Empire of
Late Antiquity re-defined the cultural motivations to learn, it also demonstrates the effectiveness
of instructional methods to motivate students remained unchanged because learners in this period
responded to effective instruction in similar ways to those in the cultures that preceded them.
Concerning culture in Late Antiquity, the Roman Empire experienced significant changes.
Most of these changes were religious in nature. The areas most affected, as it relates to
education, were philosophical, political and institutional shifts in Roman society.
Philosophical Shift Concerning Education
From Classical Greece to Late Antiquity the overall motivation for, or purpose to get an
education shifted and in many ways narrowed significantly. Classical Greece left behind
evidence of interest in, science, math, art, poetry, music, rhetoric, philosophy and just about
every other subject one can think of. As stated in the previous chapter the Republic and early
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Empire focused more exclusively on the economic benefits of the orator trained in rhetoric at
the expense of math and science. With the rise of Christianity, classical education was further
narrowed in terms of overall motivation, to a search for religious truth. This differed from the
Aristotelian idea that the search for truth and wisdom was out there somewhere to be found
through observation and investigation. For the Christian philosopher, all truth was located in the
scriptures and they were to be studied for the purpose of revelation. St. Augustine makes clear
the order of importance.
Lord God of truth, surely the person with a scientific knowledge of nature is not pleasing
to you on that ground alone. The person who knows all those matters but is ignorant of
you is unhappy. The person who knows you, even if ignorant of natural science, is
happy.1
It is easy to see how a learner could interpret this type of statement in a way that makes
the study of natural science a very low priority. To know God was thought to come from
studying the scriptures of God’s word so pagan literature, much like natural science, also comes
into question.
Christian scholars of late antiquity maintained and preserved classical literature but they
regularly expressed uncertainty about its uses and benefits. St. Augustine confessed that along
with his initial love of Cicero, he found the scriptures “unworthy in comparison,”2 but
acknowledged later in life that spiritual understanding grows over time. Jerome who, like
Augustine, was trained in the classics wrote off secular education entirely: “I made and oath and
called upon His name, saying ‘Lord, if ever again I possess worldly books, or if ever again I read
such, I have denied Thee.” Basil of Caesarea more moderately proposed to reject some things but
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retain others.3 The increasing loss of interest in classical training was gained among Christian
scholars on other topics, like theological controversies.
The theological controversies during this period reveal the passions that motivated spiritual
learners possessed. This was particularly true when one compares the violence associated with
some of these controversies to changing philosophies of the past. As we learned in Chapter 1,
Socrates had disagreements with the Sophists and Aristotle did not adopt all of Plato’s logic but
we do not read about mob violence following these disagreements. They were just differences of
opinion. Christian conflicts with pagans in Late Antiquity brought disagreement to a new level.
Riots in Alexandria eventually lead to pagan philosopher Hypatia being dragged through the
streets until she died.4 Beginning in Alexandria, perhaps with the Arian controversy, it seems
clear the direction in which education among Christian intellectuals was moving. Fierce,
passionate arguments regarding the concept of the Trinity and Christology were so strong that
church council after church council would be called over the years in order to settle these
controversies. The theological debates, rather than what had been defined by the Greeks, was
becoming the new search for truth. Defining the Trinity and explaining the unity as well as the
distinctiveness of this element preoccupied churchmen and provided the intellectual foundations
within Christian communities.5 The difficulty of finding truth and unity is understandable
considering the new faith was a blend of many older traditions.
The Roman Empire of Late Antiquity was a philosophical crucible for Hebrew and Hellenic
ideas. According to the teachings of Jesus, Old Testament scripture could not be ignored but
making it fit into the Hellenized world of classical education presented challenges for Christian
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scholars and educators. The Hebrew, considering themselves unique and chosen by the one true
God, established traditions that the new Christian faith would cling to. Christians, following the
teachings of Jesus, believed themselves to be following the same God of Abraham that the Jews
worshiped. This being the case, much of what was sacred to the Hebrews was also sacred to the
Christians. The way in which this affects education is mostly concerned with what had been
written in scripture. The Hebrews’ belief about God’s law was that it had been revealed to them
through the sacred writings of their prophets. They searched for Gods truth in these scriptures, as
did the Christians, so the written word became the purpose for their education, not necessarily
persuasive rhetoric to be used as a matter of law as in the assemblies of the Empire. While the
Greeks and pagan Romans had developed institutions for students to go and learn outside the
home, the Hebrews made passing on this sacred education a family affair.
As it relates to the cultural shift, the idea that education should come from the family inside
the home was a significant development among the Hebrew concerning education. Jewish
historian Josephus makes clear what the scriptures require in terms of a child’s education,
stating,
that they shall be taught to read, and shall earn both the laws and the deeds of their
forefathers, in order that they may imitate the latter, and, being grounded in the former,
may neither transgress nor have any excuse for being ignorant of them.6
Christians would inherit many of these Jewish traditions related to education, to include
corporal punishment, once they are in fact able to finally establish educational institutions of
their own. Interestingly, while it was the Jews and Roman authorities with whom Jesus and his
ministry had the fiercest conflict during his time on earth, it was the pagan Greek intellectuals
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that the Christian church struggled with the most concerning education philosophy. From this
struggle was born a Christian interpretation of Plato later termed Neoplatonism.
Plotinus (204-270), a pagan philosopher, was instrumental in the process of blending Greek
philosophy with new ideas about the human soul and, Christian theology would reflect his
interpretations of Plato. He took Plato’s ideas regarding the pure Forms from which all things
come from and made a connection to the material world. Plato’s originating Form of Good was
divine and uncorrupted.7 Plotinus, who despised his own corrupted body, looked to virtue and
ethics to move from this earthly form towards the more perfect One that is pure.8 Christian
theologians, especially Augustine, would reason that Christ and his word were the vehicles to
deliver corrupted earthly Souls to the divine. Peter Brown describes Plotinus’ philosophy,
combined with the contemporary ascetic movement as a “parting of the ways in the religious
history of Late Antiquity,” meaning the classical world was moving to a very different world
view.9
Political Shift Concerning Education
The well-documented persecutions of the Christian community under the Principate limited
their educational development but with Constantine’s rise to power came a new era. As
Constantine legitimized, and eventually at Nicaea, adopted a prominent supervision role in
ecclesiastical politics the institutions of the Christian church were allowed to develop.10
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Constantine and his successors made it a priority to give the Christian church authority and
monetary power; however a well-established pagan education system already in place proposed a
unique set of challenges.
At first, as Constantine and his sons began to establish Christianity as the official religion
within the Empire, classical pagan education, along with all other pagan institutions, co-existed
with a slowly increasing population of educated Christians. This cultural change gradually led to
academic conflict on political and religious grounds.
Politically, the law put forth by the emperor Julian perhaps had the most dramatic and long
lasting effect on what motivated schools and learners in the way of curriculum. Shortly after
coming to power in 361 A.D. Julian regulated education by legally prohibiting Christian teachers
from teaching classical pagan literature. This teaching ban, issued in 362, gave Christian teachers
the option of teaching only Christian themes but this presented a problem for Christian educators
who were teaching both pagans and Christians. Professor Edward Watts makes a convincing
argument of the potential effects this law may have had on Christian educators. The education
market of Late Antiquity demanded lessons in the classics so the law could have had the effect of
slowly putting Christian only teachers out of business. Fee-paying students might have chosen to
attend the schools of pagan competitors. Local effects such as this would have been felt in
various parts of the Empire but it was the overall awareness this law creates that would
eventually have the greatest impact. Suddenly it mattered WHO was teaching the children rather
than WHAT was being taught. This law for the first time, defined education in religious terms.11
After Christians are back in power they too used it to promote their agenda much like Julian. The
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effect was that cultural motivation began to focus on a narrow exclusive religious doctrine.
While these changes were occurring in the political realm, an institutional shift was taking place
as well.
Institutional Shift Concerning Education.
Competition among Christian philosophers and the more established pagan philosophers
resulted in a sort of intuitional tug of war between the classical pagan school and the newly
emerging movement of Christian ascetics. Eventually the ascetic movement established a bastion
of intellectual activity called the monastery. Christian education was relatively new in Late
Antiquity and very often students, like Augustine in his youth, preferred pagan literature over the
Holy Scripture.12 Christians combat this preference by incorporating some pagan philosophy into
their own but it was sometimes risky considering the violent opposition that seem to accompany
philosophical debate. The most effective long-term strategy proved to be a separation movement
born in Alexandria.
The Ascetic Movement
The Ascetic movement began, most significantly, in Alexandria with a book by Athanasius
called the Life of Antony. According to Athanasius, Antony demonstrated Christian wisdom by
denying himself possession, money, glory, and even food and instead focused on righteous
intentions through constant prayer. With this focus, Antony won miraculous battles with the
Devil.13 Again, Professor Watts argues that Athanasius used this heroic biography of Antony as a
literary tool of persuasion. Athanasius’ Antony demonstrated that Christian asceticism was an
alternative, and indeed a superior, path to wisdom that needed no classical pagan training. With a
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clever use of a biography Athanasius insinuated the classical education that Christianity was in
competition with was actually irrelevant. Additionally, while Antony was without “training in
letters” he was supportive of Christian intellectual scholars like Didymus the Blind.14 The ascetic
Antony’s support of Christian intellectuals began a pairing between these two groups that would
be perpetuated and strengthened throughout Christendom for centuries to come.
These warriors for God increased their authority, not from their intellectual abilities, but from
their moral standing. Monophysite monk Severius took charge of the Bishopric of Antioch and
brought into question his predecessors use of the churches wealth. If he, Severius, could sleep on
the floor, eat cheap nasty food and avoid taking luxurious baths, then so could everybody else.
So extreme were some monk’s commitment to austerity (like Simon who lived on a pillar for
thirty years) it was hard to question their motives. When they spoke people listened. Failure to do
so could have had serious political consequences, not to mention the potential wrath of God.15
Peter Brown explains it as a new way of thinking and attaches the significance of a cultural
change to the rise of the ascetic movement.
The idea of the holy man holding the demons at bay and bending the will of God by his
prayers came to dominate Late Antique society. In many ways, the idea is as new as the
society itself. For it placed a man, a ‘man of power’, in the center of people’s
imagination. Previously, the classical world had tended to think of its religion in terms of
things. Ancient religion had revolved round great temples against whose ancient stones
even the most impressive priest had paled into insignificance... In the popular
imagination, the emergence of the holy man at the expense of the temple marks the end
of the classical world.16
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The cultural change, that Brown places such significance on, was an important part of
moving education from the pagan academies to the monasteries. Monasteries were led by these
holy men of power.
Also defining the institutional shift in education was the location of the schools themselves.
Throughout the pagan Greco-Roman era the schools of rhetoric and philosophy in
Greece (particularly Athens) enjoyed prestige and a reputation for providing an excellent
classical education. A long line of wealthy Roman aristocrats attended the schools in Greece.
However, the philosophical epicenter of debate, discussion and the search for truth moved away
from Athens and Greece to the cities that lay claim to historical connections in Christianity.
Specifically the Bishops of Alexandria, Antioch and Rome claimed their authority from a direct
line of bishops connected to the Apostles themselves. These cities, along with Constantinople,
were driving the new philosophical debates among Christians and with the rise of monastic
establishments the Bishops had their first truly professional clergy with which they could exert
real influence and even violence if necessary.17 Athens, with its pagan past, and no Apostle to
claim, was becoming increasingly irrelevant. Sophist and rhetorician Choricius once described
the classical grammar school as a place where students “approached the doors of poetry.”18 The
poetry, he so elegantly refers to, was pagan and unfortunately for education the doors were
closing across the ancient world. The final closing of the pagan schools in Athens occurred
during Justinian’s reign in 529.
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The Effectiveness of Instructional Methods
Collectively, the effect of these cultural shifts was that education became a search for
religious truth, but did a change take place from what previous scholars had said about effective
instructional practices? Gradually, the classical education faded into the Middle Ages and clearly
the cultural purpose of education narrowed to religious themes but does this shift change what
previous scholars have declared to be effective or ineffective methods? Or, do we find that
corporal punishment and positive engagement occupy approximately the same position on the
effectiveness spectrum? Augustine raised serious doubts about the effectiveness of coercion and
corporal punishment.19
I was next sent to school to learn to read and write. Poor wretch, I did not understand for
what such knowledge is useful. Yet if ever I was indolent in learning I was beaten20
In the above quotation St. Augustine reflected on his experience with a classical
education in Carthage. Because of corporal punishment he repeatedly described his time in
school as one of enduring misery. As previously stated, despite still being legal in many places
today the modern view of corporal punishment is that it is ineffective, unnecessary and harmful
to children, so based on Augustine’s statement one would think that he would have agreed with
the modern view.21 He does, in a way. So great was the fear of punishment, Augustine explains,
that he and his friends were too busy praying for God to deliver them from the canes to pay
attention to the material that they were supposed to be learning. If Augustine and his friends
could not pay attention due to fear it sounds as though the corporal punishment being used was
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not effective for learning purposes. He also expressed bewilderment at this system of compulsion
put into place long before he entered school but, shockingly, he eventually accepted its practice
using scripture to justify the cruel treatment from his teachers. Like Adam was forced to toil the
Earth because of his sin, so too must school children bear the suffering that comes with
learning.22Augustine’s thoughts on the necessity of corporal punishment became an accepted
norm in Christian education even though he expresses doubts about its effectiveness.
On another occasion Augustine explains the difficulty he had with learning Greek and how it
was imposed on him with punishments but the way he learned Latin with “with no fear or pain at
all… but rather from listening to people laughing, joking and playing games.” His rational
assessment of this experience was that “free curiosity has a greater power to stimulate learning
than rigorous coercion.” This statement aligns perfectly with what many education scholars, past
and present, say about coercion and corporal punishment; however he follows up this assessment
with “nevertheless…. By your laws we are disciplined, from the canes of the schoolmasters to
the ordeals of the martyrs.”23 When Augustine wrote down what appears to be a rejection of
corporal punishment based on reason, he was in agreement with Plato, Quintilian, Marcus Varro
and a long list of modern pedagogy experts, but he seems to abandon reason and rational thought
when he feels as though it conflicts with God’s laws. His thought process was perhaps indicative
of the times and it is easy to see the path leading to what we call the Dark Ages. Despite the
increase in the widespread acceptance of corporal punishment there is also evidence that some
effective methods of engagement were also acknowledged and used in Late Antiquity. Augustine
himself writes about using enthusiasm to promote learning.
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Augustine addressed the importance of bringing enthusiasm to instruction and in doing so his
advice bears a striking resemblance to that of modern scholars. Renowned education, author and
Professor Dr. Todd Whitaker expresses the importance of communicating enthusiasm to
students.
we can filter out the negative energy that makes students feel we’re just there to do our
job. If our attitude shows we want to be there, our students will reflect that positive
energy24
Compare Dr. Whitaker’s opinion to Augustine’s on the same topic.
in reality we are listened to with much greater satisfaction indeed, when we ourselves
also have pleasure in the same work; for the thread of our address is affected by the very
joy in which we ourselves are sensible, and it proceeds from us with greater ease and
with more acceptance25
The comparison, again, illustrates that effectiveness of instructional methods is very often
independent of time, place and culture. A teacher delivering content with enthusiasm, whether in
Dr. Whitaker’s era or that of St. Augustine’s, is more effective when it comes to engaging
students than one who does not. If we were to place an enthusiastic delivery on the effectiveness
spectrum (Fig. 3) it would occupy a place in the direction of more effective in both past and
present.
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Learning Styles
In modern industrialized nations populations are incredibly diverse and a mountain of new
research has been devoted to understanding the different ways in which students learn but,
surprisingly, there is also evidence that this topic was an area of focus in the Late Antiquity as
well. A learning style is an individual’s unique approach to learning based on strengths
weaknesses, and preferences. This being the case, the challenge for educators, in any era, would
be to diagnose these styles and shape instruction to meet individual student needs.26 Ideally,
teachers can be more effective at engaging their students if they tailor instruction with individual
learning styles in mind. Ignoring these fundamental differences may result in some students
losing motivation and failing to succeed.27 Although Pope Gregory may not have specifically
been looking for audio or visual learners, he clearly understood this concept in the sixth-century
and wrote to address the individual needs of learners in his Christian communities.
Pope Gregory saw his clergy as teachers and he set forth guidelines for them in The Book of
Pastoral Rule. In this book he addressed a variety of topics related to qualifications and specific
duties of his clergy. His attention to the idea of different learning styles demonstrates a clear
understanding of its importance as the following quote indicates.
One and the same exhortation [teaching] does not suit all…. For the things that profit
some often hurt others… Therefore according to the quality of the hearers ought the
discourse of teachers to be fashioned, so as to suit all and each for their several needs28
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In this section of the book he goes on to list a wide range of diversity that must be
addressed when teaching. He includes different instructions for teaching different groups of
people and while much of his advice relates to teaching material of a spiritual matter rather than
an academic nature the same principle holds true. Fashioning teaching to suit needs of various
individual learners would have made his clergy more effective just as it improves teacher
effectiveness today. In Gregory’s time, addressing the needs of individual learners would have
been located on the higher end of the effectiveness spectrum just like it is today (Fig. 3).
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Conclusion
Late Antiquity experienced a significant cultural shift away from polytheistic pagans and
towards the monotheism of Christianity and its concept of the Trinity. The effects of this shift on
education moved intellectual thought away from the multi-faceted approach to gaining
knowledge and truth from a variety of sources and observations to an increasingly exclusive
focus on revelations contained in the Canon. This shift led to political awareness of education’s
influential role in society highlighted most significantly by Julian’s law that declared Christian
teachers unfit to teach pagan literature. The changing political conditions allowed Christians to
take advantage of increasing numbers and move education from the classical pagan schools of
philosophy and rhetoric into the monasteries. The closing of the Neoplatonist school in Athens in
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529 could be viewed as emblematic.29 No longer would Western education look to pagan
institutions for higher learning but instead to the Christian Church and its growing institution of
the monastery.
Despite the Church’s narrow focus on biblical truths as their curriculum priority the
effectiveness of their instructional methods remains unchanged. Unfortunately for the millions of
school children to come, the church failed to recognize the ineffectiveness of coercion and
corporal punishment as a motivational method for learning. The Church, like so many others,
seems to have confused the effectiveness of coercion and corporal punishment to bring about
discipline with effectiveness to bring about learning. Discipline being necessary for an effective
learning environment, the Church, quoting scripture, increasingly relied on its use. If they could
have only figured out how to achieve discipline by engaging their students in positive ways
perhaps we would not refer to following era as the Dark Ages.
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Chapter 4
Medieval Motivation to Learn

The following chapter will compare two narratives as it relates to cultural motivation and
learning in the Middle Ages. From Late Antiquity until about the twelfth century the Catholic
Church, having triumphed over classical pagan education, carried education forward maintaining
a tight control of both message and methods. Our starting date for the first half is 529. In that
year, not only did Justinian close the pagan schools in Athens but we also have Benedict of
Nursia beginning his monastery at Monte Cassino.1 Although it was not the first monastery it
was one that had a significant impact on how they were run. Taken together, these two events
provide a perfect segue to the cultural changes of the early Middle Ages. The dynamic changes
that took place in the latter half of the Middle ages are much more difficult to find a starting
point but beginning around the twelfth-century, the educational traditions maintained by the
church were no longer under such tight supervision and from a historical perspective it begins to
feel like a turning point. This chapter will show that the church dominated the motivation to
learn with a specific religious agenda during the Early Middle Ages but gradually lost control of
its institutions of learning during the latter half and ultimately became a competitor within its
own educational framework. While these cultural changes represent a very familiar religious
narrative from the Middle Ages, the unchanging nature of effective teaching methods will give
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us a point of comparison as it relates to the productivity of the education cultures before and after
the medieval period.
With the Christian monastery and its idea of superior ascetic wisdom, ultimately winning the
competition over the more traditional pagan schools, Western education became free to pursue
education on strictly religious terms. The Western church fathers (Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine
and Gregory) had established an intellectual interpretation of the scriptures and the growing
institution of the monastery served as the vehicle to carry forward religious ideas about
education.
The pagan purpose for education became less and less important in a Western medieval word
obsessed with death and promises of an afterlife. In particular, Augustinian chronology of
Christian history and his expectations of the last judgement created a driving desire to be
prepared for the next life.2 Understandably, a priority of this nature would have had little need
for a pagan education. Also, changing political conditions during the early Middle Ages
contribute to the increasing movement away from the educational models established in
Antiquity. As the once cohesive Roman Empire was replaced with several competing power
structures, ideas about what was important in education became splintered. A growing divide
between Constantinople and Rome, aggressive military action from Germanic barbarians and the
growing threat from Islam all made furthering educational structures seem like a low priority for
the first several centuries of what we call the Middle Ages. As a result, classical learning dried
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up almost completely. Its remnants are found only in the urban centers on the Italian peninsula
and among the monasteries that increasingly dot the landscape.
Monastic Education in the Early Middle Ages
In this period, the most critical institution of education was the monastery. The monastery
moved from a fierce competition with classical schools in Late Antiquity to a stand-alone
authority regarding intellectual learning of any kind in Western Europe. Not until the rise of the
university in the High Middle Ages would this situation change significantly. Understanding
developments in education requires an understanding of the medieval monastery itself.
Benedict of Nursia in the sixth-century, wrote a set of guidelines for his monastery at Monte
Cassino, later to be known as The Rule of St. Benedict. The Rule became the standard for how to
live in a cloistered Christian environment. The solitary life led by monks of the desert like St.
Anthony became increasingly impractical, as more and more Christians were willing to make
this commitment. In Italy, and other urban areas, the need arose for buildings to house groups of
men who could live together while fulfilling their commitment to God. It stands to reason that
large groups of men living together in close quarters, year upon year, would encounter
difficulties that the isolated monks of the desert would have never known. In Benedict’s seventytwo short chapters he addressed procedures to be taken if monks were guilty of tardiness, eating
too much, drinking too much (drunkenness), skipping out on their kitchen duty, fighting and
other serious faults, so it is safe to assume that all of the above had been taking place prior to his
establishing The Rule.3 Overall, The Rule could be viewed as a mixed blessing for education and
learners in medieval Europe.
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On the one hand, The Rule established discipline and order. With education and literacy
being necessary to fulfilling a monastery’s mission to God, a place of learning was naturally
established anywhere one was built. In this way Benedictine monasteries were able to preserve
learning and education in a chaotic medieval world that was regularly subjected to war and
changing political boundaries. Historian Paul Collins writes, “Monasteries were beacons of
stability and learning in a landscape characterized by the collapse of any coherent form of
government.”4 Without the stability of this particular institution it is hard to imagine how
education would have progressed through the turbulent medieval period.
On the other hand, when it comes to education, it is important to remember that Benedict’s
Rule and the monasteries built upon it was established for the purpose of serving the Christian
God, not for engaging school children in lessons of an academic nature. Benedict stated his
purpose quite clearly, “Therefore we intend to establish a school for the Lord’s service.”5
Unfortunately for future students, this particular type of school featured a heavy reliance on
corporal punishment in order to maintain discipline.
While The Rule does include what modern educators would recognize as a progressive
discipline plan, (ex: 1st warning, 2nd private rebuke, 3rd public rebuke, THEN corporal
punishment) there was plenty within The Rule that could have been misinterpreted as a model for
running a school of an academic nature. For example, “If a brother has been reproved frequently
for any fault … yet does not amend … let him feel the strokes of the rod.” Exactly how much
should one feel the strokes of the rod? Benedict also addressed children in the monastery, “Boys
and the young … guilty of misdeeds, they would be subjugated to severe fast or checked with
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sharp strokes.”6 Learning, reciting and reading the psalms was the serious nature of their work
inside the monastery and mistakes, due to negligence were not tolerated. “Should anyone make a
mistake in a psalm … (and does not correct it) they will be subjugated to a more severe
punishment…. Children, however, are to be whipped for such a fault”7 Using these guidelines it
is easy to reason how discipline might become excessively harsh.
When considering The Rule in the context of a learning environment, the methods would
indeed seem harsh by modern standards but, again, an academic school was not the purpose of
The Rule and Benedict makes equally clear that love and compassion for the brothers must
accompany discipline. He chose the title Abbot (Greek for father) for the leader of the monastery
and he emphasized that discipline was to be balanced with fatherly love. Comparatively, the title
school master just does not have the same ring to it. And while the rod was adopted for discipline
in medieval schools perhaps very often the fatherly love was left out. Another important
consideration related to the purpose of The Rule was how the monks viewed themselves. They
truly believed themselves to be fighting spiritual battles in the army of the Lord. For them, and
the laymen outside the walls, the eternal safety and protection of their souls was dependent on
their work.8 Strict military type discipline, not unlike what young boys in the Agoge of ancient
Sparta experienced, seemed totally appropriate for this purpose. Based on the spread of
Benedictine monasteries, which also included nuns who followed the Rule, they were successful
in their efforts.
Closely connected to and often working with a particular order of monks were the cathedral
schools. The cathedrals of Europe were the seats of a bishops and hubs of activity in a particular
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town or region. They had a need for educated clergy as a practical matter. This being the case, a
school was often set up to train the nobles for high office and ordinary people for the more
mundane tasks required by the church.9 While not officially under The Rule one would expect
these cathedral schools to also be very familiar with its contents.
The reach of the Catholic Church and its monasteries extended across Europe in a variety of
ways. The Pope organized official missionary work to establish an ecclesiastic presence in
foreign locations. Spontaneous independent missionary work, like that of Irish monks, often
occurred from these foreign locations, and in some cases independent kingdoms took part in the
Christian mission of spreading the Gospel.
Early Monasteries in Britain
Small communities of Christians were in place in Britain when the Romans abandoned the
province in the fifth-century, but a significant Christian presence began when Pope Gregory sent
a small missionary group of monks led by Augustine of Canterbury in 597.10 A former monk and
abbot himself, Gregory was a supporter of the Benedictine traditions and helped to establish
several monasteries to include the one in the Kingdom of Kent in South Britain.11 This
missionary group along with the remnants of Christians from Roman times, over the next century
helped to establish several important monastic communities in Northumbria including
Lindisfarne, Wearmouth, Jarrow, and York. These religious communities produced scholars who
would have a great impact on education including Venerable Bede and Alcuin of York.12 In
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addition to his monastic duties, Bede became a historian and is currently our best source for early
English history. Alcuin left England in 781 to participate in what scholars have referred to as the
Carolingian Renaissance.13
The Carolingians and the Roman Catholic Church
Historian Paul Collins states that Western culture is a product of the Frankish-Germanic
people of Northwestern Europe and Rome.14 Certainly the Frankish-Germanic people known as
the Carolingians and the portion of Rome that was the Catholic Church did much to advance the
learning and education part of Western culture but interestingly, organized education does not
appear to have been the primary goal of either party.
During Late Antiquity, the Roman Empire experienced a long transformation process that put
the Popes of Rome in an increasingly difficult political position and eventually it led to an
alliance with the Franks. The peoples that the Romans called Germanic barbarians began moving
into the Western part of the empire in the fifth and sixth-century. The transformation that
historians used to call the barbarian invasions, brought about an eventual collapse of the Western
Roman political structure and the army disintegrated along with it.15 With less and less military
support from the Eastern Emperors in Constantinople, not to mention numerous theological
disputes, the Popes of the Western Roman Empire increasingly looked to the Franks for help
with an encroaching Islamic Empire as well as the closer to home Lombard threat. This
Frankish/Pope alliance had long term implications for education.
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The original Frankish Kingdom of Merovingian rulers were Christian beginning with the
conversion of Clovis in 496 but as their political power weakened the papacy apparently saw fit
to support a replacement dynasty with an even more closely aligned church mission.16 Some
have argued specifically that Pope Stephen II’s anointing of Pepin the Short in 754 was part of a
deal struck between the Pope and the Carolingian ruler. The Pope would receive military help
against the Lombards in exchange for giving the authority of God to Pepin.17 Regardless of any
backroom arrangement, the church and the Carolingian dynasty complemented one another’s
efforts and the relationship was strengthened significantly when Charlemagne came to power.
When Pope Leo III crowned Pepin’s son, Charlemagne (742-814), as emperor it is easy to
imagine the speculation that followed as to its meaning. Did the Pope have authority over the
Emperor or was it the other way around? Is the Byzantine Empress Irene now completely
irrelevant to the West? What will the Pope’s blessing really mean to Charlemagne’s subjects?
Debate regarding the significance of this event has continued right up until the present day but
there seems to be a consensus that it was indeed a boon for education and learning.
Purpose of Education for the Carolingian Monarchs
Charlemagne truly saw his role as a leader whose responsibility was to do everything in his
power to advance the cause of Christ. In short he saw himself as being the defender of the faith.18
This translated into an agenda for education. Charlemagne recognized the need for his clergy to
be literate so they could read and understand the scriptures in order for his subjects to follow
God’s word and he also recognized the terrible loss of learning since the age of the Church
16
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Fathers. His mission, much like the Ptolomies of Alexandria, placed emphasis on attracting
scholars, like Alcuin, and more direct goals like ordering his Palace School at Aachen to
resurrect and copy ancient texts. The result was that the Carolingians had an enormous amount of
text copied and preserved. It was usually patristic writings but his scholars also copied preChristian Latin works.19 Most of the earliest copies of the Latin classics we have today come
from Aachen’s manuscript copying center or book production centers in the monasteries of the
empire.20
Under Charlemagne the monasteries were expected to reform the widespread lack of
learning. So what had served as a school to meet only the limited internal needs of the monastery
would now all of the sudden be required to serve the entire clergy and society as a whole.21
These education reforms were compiled over the years in the General Admonition. One example
of a particularly revealing admonition, addressed to Bishop Lull of Mainz, expressed the King’s
shock at the ignorance among his clergy advising “Lull that they should be enthused for the light
of education either with gentle words or, if need be, harsh ones.”22
A summary of the Carolingian educational reforms must be put into context as it relates to
cultural motivation. Every indication is that the monarchs believed that they were doing God’s
work and just like the subjects they ruled over, a Judgment Day would come for them to answer
to for their deeds. For the Carolingians, the task of the State was in large part the salvation of the
community of the realm.23 Even so, their scholars began the process of reviving pagan literature.
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Pagan writings no longer represented a competitive threat like they had in the ancient world and
could be appreciated in terms of their matter and style.24 The irony of their efforts was that, while
they were reexamining classical works for religious purposes, the knowledge gained from the
ancient world would eventually lead to challenges aimed directly at the Church. These
challenges would eventually include objections to the way children learn.
Early Medieval Classrooms
One capitulary, of the Admonitio Generalis of 789, prescribed the installation of a school in
each parish for the poorest of Charlemagne’s subjects from age seven to twelve. Given the times
this would have been a noble and very Christian thing for the Frankish King to require but what
type of classroom motivation would these students have experienced?25 Unfortunately we do not
have a firsthand account of what happened in any particular classroom but we do know the
instructor was most often a monk and we know something about his training. I refer again to The
Rule of St. Benedict. From the beginning, teaching within the monastery was a priority and The
Rule explains what instruction should look like for the Brothers.
So important is silence that permission to speak would seldom be granted even to mature
disciples, no matter how good or holy or constructive their talk…. We absolutely
condemn in all place any vulgarity and gossip and talk leading to laughter, and we do not
permit a disciple to engage in words of that kind.26
If that was not clear enough, silence and laughter were again addressed in the twelve
steps of humility included in The Rule.
The ninth step of humility is that a monk controls his tongue and remains silent, not
speaking unless asked a question…..The tenth step of humility is that he is not given to
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ready laughter….. The eleventh step of humility is that a monk speaks gently and without
laughter 27
Silence was a priority and laughing was obviously not happening. And as we have
already learned, the rod was available for any violations. It is hard to imagine the Benedictine
monks entering the medieval classrooms without The Rule serving as their guideline for
instruction. The likely scenario was that students came into a classroom, sat down and listened in
silence to a lecture with absolutely no laughing and were beaten with the rod if anything other
than strict obedience was observed.
Using a very broad brush, one could paint a picture of a medieval education culture that
relied heavily on motivation methods that were located on the less effective end of the
engagement spectrum. This comes in sharp contrast with the productivity of the education
cultures that came before and after the Middle Ages. As we have seen, the classical world of
Greece and Rome produced the world’s first educations systems that brought liberation and
economic opportunity to its participants and it produced an incredible array of advancement in a
variety of fields like math, science, oratory and philosophy. Likewise, we find a similar story of
educational productivity in the Renaissance culture at the other side of the Middle Ages. In these
cultures, both before and after the Middle Ages, we also find evidence of scholars who advocate
for the use of positive student engagement as well as staunch opponents of coercion and corporal
punishment. Can we therefore add a broad collective use of ineffective instructional methods, to
religious dogma as a significant reason for the extended stagnation of educational advancement
during the Middle Ages? We can only speculate about how many great medieval minds might
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have chosen not to participate in this coercive learning environment but it certainly seems
reasonable that it could have been a large number.
As harsh as the above assessment may be, the classrooms created by the efforts of the
Carolingian monarchs (especially Charlemagne and his son Louis the Pious) must be viewed as
progress in the context of the Dark Ages and it is important to keep in mind that conditions
would have varied from teacher to teacher as with the following examples.
Gerbert of Aurillac, who eventually became Pope Sylvester II, is widely regarded as one of
the greatest scholars of the tenth-century and he had tremendous praise for his Benedictine
education. In the monastery of his youth, Abbot Gerauld recognized the young Gerbert’s
potential and assigned a monk named Raymond of Lavaur to be his instructor. Later in life
Gerbert looked back on these men with great affection. Referring to Abbot Gerauld he said, “the
features of my friend remain fixed in my heart.” Gerbert had even stronger praise for his former
master Raymond, stating that he was the one “to whom I owe everything.” Obviously Gerbert
was inspired by these teachers and he in fact became a teacher himself at the cathedral school of
Rheims.28 While at Rheims he invented visual aides to help his students with astronomy. Not
surprisingly his students had similar praise for him as a teacher and many former pupils went on
to successful careers in their own right (ex: future Pope Gregory VI.)29 However, the lash was
never very far from the story of medieval education as was the case with Guibert of Nogent.
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Guibert recalls the experience of his schooldays in about 1070.30 According to his memoirs,
his mother secured a teacher to educate the young boy. Guibert was highly critical of his
teachers’ methods and competence.
he was completely ignorant of prose and verse composition. Meanwhile, a hailstorm of
slaps and blows poured down on me almost every day as he tried to force me to learn
what he couldn’t teach31
He describes the whole process as a pointless struggle of day in and day out monotony.
From his experience he came to some conclusions that sound remarkably modern in regards to
pedagogy. He lamented that variety must be a part of the learning process. He also stated with
conviction that “Everyone, therefore, who has the title of teacher should see how he can
moderate his instruction [with variety].”32 Training for teachers today includes entire college
courses dedicated to methods of variety for instructional purposes so Guibert was identifying, in
the eleventh century, a method of effectiveness that would have helped teachers in his own time
as much as it helps teachers today.
Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of Guibert’s account was his personal feelings towards
his teacher who in his own words “was cruel, for his unjust beatings seemed excessively harsh.”
As strange as it may sound, he actually loved his teacher. Despite his teachers lack of knowledge
and heavy handed tactics Guibert believed his efforts,
benefited me, if we consider that his only concern was the basics of decent behavior.
Faithfully and lovingly, he instilled in me whatever humility, modesty, and outer
decorum I had33
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He goes on to say that, despite the questionable methods, his teacher made it “abundantly
clear by everything he did that he had nearly the same love and esteem for me as he did
himself.”34 Guibert’s account is another vivid reminder that, regardless of time and place, a
meaningful, caring relationship between the pupil and teacher is paramount to effectiveness.
With all the benefits our modern world has received from online learning, it is hard to imagine
how it could ever capture this critically important element of the learning process. Recapping
Guibert’s experience, we find him placing corporal punishment in the same less effective
position on the spectrum (Fig. 4) as Quintilian. However, his suggestion of varied instruction,
along with the caring relationship developed by his teacher should both be recognized as positive
methods of engagement that would be located on the effective end of the spectrum in any era.

More

Effectiveness

most
varied instruction
effective caring relationship

Less
corporal
least
punishment effective

(Fig. 4)
In Guibert’s case, his passion for learning led him to further his educational pursuits in a quest to
find more effective and knowledgeable instructors. Many other students in this era, like Guibert,
also began to purse more qualified instructors and the result brought forth significant educational
developments in the late Middle Ages.
The Church Loses Control of Knowledge
While it is difficult to point to a specific point in time, certainly by the twelfth-century we
begin to see centers of education forming outside of the watchful eye of the Church. These
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changes brought a variety of new cultural motivations to get an education, many of which did not
necessarily involve the Church or State’s salvation agenda. Perhaps the two most important
developments of this time were the rise of Universities and the new orders of Friars. No longer
would ideas about teaching and learning be contained behind the strict walls of the monastery.
A discussion of the new avenues to acquire knowledge begins with an analysis of the new
discoveries people were learning about in the High Middle Ages. There is a broad consensus that
classical works, especially those of Aristotle are re-introduced to Europe in the Middle Ages,
primarily through Muslims scholars like Avicenna (980-1037) and Averroes (1126-1198).
Collins argues that Gerbert was instrumental in helping to transfer much of this knowledge from
Spain, even before Averroes.35 George Makdisi calls it “standard procedure … [to acknowledge]
… a conduit for the philosophy and science of the Greeks” to come to Europe by way of Muslim
Spain.36 Regardless of how, who, or exactly when, by the twelfth century Aristotle’s philosophy
on topics like eternity, efficient cause, and the need to seek truth through empirical observations
of the natural world was readily available. This development presented a challenge to the long
held neo-Platonic views of the much-revered St. Augustine. The Aristotelian idea that truth and
wisdom could be gained by gathering evidence outside the mind, at first, seemed much less
compatible with Christian doctrine than did the neo-Platonic idea that truth and wisdom was
innate waiting to be revealed. The conflict was one that, sometimes, amounted to how Christians
were to reconcile medieval faith with ancient Greek reason. A characteristically medieval
method of processing these ideas developed called scholasticism.
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Scholasticism and the Motivation to Learn
As a system of thought, Scholasticism had several defining features but at its center it was a
methodology that involved a process of question and answer, disputation, and developing
arguments to answer questions in the search for truth. To put the term scholasticism in the
context of motivation and learning we must consider what this line of thinking brought with it
and those who employed its use. Many medieval scholars are placed in the scholastic category,
beginning with perhaps Boethius (sixth-century), however, it is not until the gradual reintroduction of classical literature in the High Middle Ages that it seems to play a significant role
in changing cultural motivations to learn. Thomas Aquinas is widely recognized as the most
accomplished scholastic authority in the realm of theology and he used this method to sort out
the difficult (sometimes impossible) task of blending medieval faith with the reason and wisdom
of the ancients.37 While Aquinas and his Aristotelian theology is most often associated with it,
scholasticism was not only about theological debates. Education scholars looked to the Greeks
for wisdom as well.
Scholastic scholar John of Salisbury wrote a pedagogical manual on how to teach the
Trivium (grammar, rhetoric and dialectic). Metalogicon, written in 1159 was a carefully laid out
argument for how to teach and he used the pagan scholars of antiquity to help make his case. In
opposition to critics of grammar, he emphasized its importance and called on Cicero, Caesar and
Quintilian for support.
They [the critics] regard it as useless, openly assail it, and glory in the fact that they have
never studied it. But Marcus Tullius [Cicero] did not hate his son, of whom, as is evident
in his letters, he insistently required the study of grammar. And Gaius Caesar wrote
books On Analogy, conscious that, without grammar, one cannot master philosophy (with
which he was thoroughly familiar) or eloquence (in which he was most proficient).
37
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Quintilian also praises this art to the point of declaring that we should continue the use of
grammar and the love of reading not merely during our school days, but to the very end
of our life.38
Using the wisdom of antiquity to bolster his claim, he states that students cannot just be
told what they are supposed to know; they must practice it. According to John, knowing the
principles of the trivium included actually practicing them and he cited examples of
schoolmasters who neglected to have students act on what they had been taught.39
Coincidentally, about the time John published his work on how to teach properly a new
institution of teaching and learning emerged and it was ready made to hash out these scholastic
arguments. Charles Haskins, put it like this: “this new knowledge [Arabic translations and
scholastic analysis] burst the bonds of the cathedral and monastery schools and created the
learned professions” and eventually in Bologna, Paris and Oxford brought together a society of
masters and scholars called a University.40
The Medieval University and the Proliferation of Preparatory Schools
The University was a new development at the beginning of the twelfth century. Students
collected around the Northern Italian city of Bologna to study law and eventually a range of
other subjects. These students formed guilds and insisted collectively on a quality education. If
professors were late or unprepared they could possibly have been dismissed by the society of
students.41 It is interesting that the students themselves played such a significant role in ensuring
that the professors were giving them their money’s worth in paid fees, however, it does not seem
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to be a new idea. St. Augustine, a teacher of Rhetoric himself over six centuries earlier,
complained vehemently about students in Rome who “would suddenly club together and transfer
themselves to another tutor.”42 He reasoned that they were unfairly avoiding fees but it seems
more likely that the students understood their collective value and they were using it
purposefully. So this particular method of ensuring a quality education may have been happening
for a long time on the Italian peninsula. However, what was apparently new in twelfth century
Bologna was that the professors were also organizing and for the first time they were handing out
degrees in recognition of accomplishment.43 This recognition and desire to participate in
University education would have resulted in a new purpose for primary and especially secondary
education in the way of preparatory schools. With Latin being used as the universal language of
medieval University courses the need for grammar schools, independent of the church, grew
exponentially.44
The University in Paris grows out of the cathedral school of Notre Dame. The quality of
instruction at this particular school earned a reputation of excellence, especially with the arrival
of Peter Abelard at the beginning of the twelfth-century. When he became the head master of
Notre Dame in 1115 and his teaching attracted crowds of students. According to author Frances
Neilson the students who came to Paris “in such numbers that it is said they built hundreds of
huts about his cabin.”45 He founded other schools outside the cathedral and his success attracted
competitors. Soon other teachers established schools in close proximity and gradually arose the
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University of Paris.46 Its long line of famous scholars led the scholastic debates of the age. A
collection of preparatory schools also grew up around it with students studying to get into the
University as well hiring tutors to keep them up to speed in their classes. One particular section
of Paris located outside the University was, and still is, called the Latin Quarter for the very
reason that students living there were preoccupied with preparatory learning of the required
language.47
Along with the need for preparatory schools the growth of a merchant class contributed to the
need for more schools in this time period. This era of newly rich commercialized wealth meant
that not only could the Nobles afford school fees for education but so could the new traders,
bankers and manufacturers of the growing economy. The educational opportunities for the newly
rich could also help provide an avenue of social mobility that was previously denied to those
outside the nobility or unconnected to the church. Sons of wealthy merchants might enter a
profession like law. Many wealthy homes housed schools themselves.48 With Universities
popping up across Europe the effects on cultural motivations were dynamic. Possibly the most
significant development was the church losing its monopoly on what was being taught.
New Orders of the Friars
Even the church itself played a role in spreading teaching and learning to new places. Monks
Francis and Dominic founded two new orders in the early part of the thirteenth-century. These
newly sanctioned orders created the position of the friar. Friars lived in a religious community
and said daily prayers but unlike the traditional monks they went out into the world preaching,
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hearing confessions and most significantly, for our purposes, teaching. Because they were
operating in the real world, the friars had a need for more extensive education. They needed to be
able to answer tough questions that would have inevitably come from the various congregations.
For this reason education for the Friars was an ongoing continual process.49 Friars from both
orders set up grammar schools and eventually became leading professors of theology in the
universities of Europe.50 Thomas Aquinas, for example was a professor of theology at the
University in Paris.
Challenges for the Church
With new centers of learning and greater interaction among the clergy and educated laymen,
new challenges began to surface regarding the search for truth. As these groups engaged one
another with scholastic debate they would eventually challenge the church’s theological
positions, moral character and ultimately its authority. The process eventually brought about
challenges to methods of teaching.
As previously mentioned, the new flood of classical text and scholastic method of dealing
with them became an educational mainstay, however as the debates broached more sensitive
theological topics the church responded to educational communities in much the same way they
had for centuries in their monasteries; with coercion. An ecclesiastical condemnation in 1277
against certain philosophical and theological positions at the university in Paris and Oxford,
seems to be the first significant check on unapproved learning.51 Stronger theological challenges
came later from John Wycliffe (1320-1384) and John Hus (1372-1415). Both complained of the
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Church’s monetary abuses and unnecessary hierarchy to include the Pope. Hus was condemned
by the Inquisition and burned.52 Both were fore runners to Luther’s protestant break with church.
In many ways the Reformation was built upon the gradual loss of educational control during the
late Middle Ages. It is in the Protestant Reformation where we will see the most significant
challenges to how the church had been performing in its role of educator.
Conclusion
Motivation and learning experienced two significant developments during the Middle Ages.
The transition from late antiquity took education into the controlled environment of the monks
living under the Benedictine Rule. While education, during this time, did spread for the purpose
of delivering salvation, overall it must be characterized as a period of overcoming the recent
declines. Growing out of this limited progress, especially from Charlemagne and the
Carolingians, we find a proliferation of schools, ideas and knowledge in the latter half of the
Middle Ages. The rediscovery of classical Greek scholarship along with the rise of the university
led to challenges of the Church’s monopoly on truth. In the next chapter we will examine how
the challenges brought on by the Reformation helped to create the modern school.
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Chapter 5
Motivation and Education in Early Modern Europe

There is much debate about whether or not the institutions of the Early Modern period were
in fact the beginning of what we consider to be modern. Is it appropriate to refer to the art,
religion, or science of this period as modern? Is the sixteenth and seventeenth-century the
beginning of the modern state? What about education? In this chapter, as opposed to previous
ones, an argument is made that the move toward positive methods of motivation and engagement
and away from corporal punishment, are here to stay. While it would be a slow process, this era
was, in many ways, the beginning of our modern education world in terms of how society views
motivation and engagement. Specifically, this chapter will show that, during this dynamic period
of cultural change, some scholars recognize the limitations of corporal punishment, advocate for
permanently reducing its use, and encourage a movement towards more positive methods of
motivating and engaging.
Naturally Fools
While many examples in this chapter will be related to how students were motivated with
modern techniques, it is still useful to examine some of the language about schools that seem
more medieval. Consider the following discussion of motivating factors. The idea of everyone
getting an education, for the first time, became a point of focus in the Early Modern period,
however not everyone was on board. According to a school pamphlet, entitled A Model for a
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School for the Better Education of Youth (1675), this particular school indicates that in spite
of all that they offered their students (Grammar, Geography, Arithmetic, History, etc.,) some
students would be unable to benefit from their instruction. In fact, they are quite specific about
those who may not benefit. This quote is one of their selling points in the pamphlet.
in seven or eight years (the time usually spent at school, from eight till fifteen) all that are
not naturally Fools, may get some valuable insight into many of the things (subjects)
before mentioned1
What an interesting distinction. This line clearly indicates that this particular school had
some personal experience with those whom they considered to be naturally fools and that there
was possibly more of them out there as well as a limit to what could be done for them. What is
also interesting to consider, is what would have been the criteria to get someone labeled a
naturally fool and did this criterion motivate students to prove that they were not fools? These
are intriguing questions but we can only speculate about answers. However, the evidence from
this period does show that, despite this odd example, there were a number of effective
engagement strategies used during this period and the cultural changes expanded educational
opportunities in a variety of ways.
With the many cultural changes taking place during the Reformation and Renaissance in
some ways it is relatively easy to see why people were motivated to act in a certain way but
education was becoming increasingly complicated. Peter Burke argues that some of the wealthy
merchants in Italy commissioned art just to impress others.2 Religious reformers like Luther were
motivated by personal convictions and anger over abuses and there are plenty of examples of
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those standing before the Inquisition who are motivated by fear of punishment. Motivation in the
classrooms of the Early Modern period could include all of these type motivators. Wanting to
impress others with knowledge, personal beliefs and fear of punishment were just some of the
many unique developments of this culture and they were reflected in education just like in any
other era. Carlo Ginzburg’s investigation of Menocchio reveals that even a sixteenth-century
miller, despite being in danger of heresy, was interested in impressing others with his knowledge
“I would say enough to astonish everyone.”3 It was an era of challenging traditions.
Technology Improving Effectiveness
The effect of the printing press proved to be a driver in all areas of development during the
early modern period and represented a significant part of the cultural changes that were
increasing the motivation to learn. Because the printing press allowed books and pamphlets to be
reproduced cheaply and quickly, anyone who could read and afford to pay for the much less
expensive books was in a position to learn about the sensational new ideas coming out of Martin
Luther’s Wittenberg and John Calvin’s Geneva.4 Since these ideas included reading the
scriptures for themselves a brand new desire to learn accompanied this new technology. The
Catholic Church, who had been slowly losing their monopoly on knowledge since the High
Middle Ages, was now being forced into the relatively new position of competitor in education.
However, the Church was not the only institution that felt the effects of cultural changes brought
on by a sudden proliferation of printed material.
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The Artisan Guild
One development was that technical education was expanded during this period and the
artisan guild plays a significant role. While the medieval guild served its members in a variety of
ways, educational training of a technical nature was certainly a priority. Because the guild was
teaching a craft with an economic interest in mind the immediate impulse might be to conclude
that students participating in guild apprentice programs would have been motivated entirely by
the potential to make money. Although this was true for most cases, historian Peter Burke
reminds us that in some cases, especially that of the painter and stone cutter, the draw of an
individual to receive this type of training might have been to collect the skills necessary to
express themselves though art or maybe even to elevate the normally poor status of their
occupation and achieve some measure of fame. Along with the desire to create art came the need
to learn in other areas. Burke also points out that some who ran artisan workshops, like Ghiberti
and Alberti, required their pupils to be trained in the liberal arts. The result was a slow
progression towards what we would recognize today as an integrated curriculum. For example,
geometry was necessary for architecture and anatomy improved painting the human body. A
broader perspective was becoming something that was in demand in all areas of education during
the early modern period.5
According to historian Peter Dear, the wide-spread opportunities to learn to read and write
may have also had a negative impact on motivation within the artisan guild which leads to an
interesting comparison to the Church. Apprenticeship was the primary method of passing on a
particular trade so in a peculiar way the printing press both helped and hurt the guild in their
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efforts. The ability to print manuals from which to teach their members accelerated the training
process and could be used to reach a broader community of teachers and learners so in this way it
was an enormous help. However, another function of the guild was to guard these trade secrets in
order to ensure that unqualified competitors were not entering the market place or simply to limit
competition and improve the price for their services. In this way the guilds were, not unlike the
Church, guarding their knowledge from the masses and, in a similar way, the printing press had a
negative effect.
These anonymous ‘little craft books’ were produced from print shops of printers in a
number of German cities, and catered to what they revealed as an eager appetite for such
things not just among German craftsmen, but among literate people of the middling sort
in general. They broke the perceived monopoly of the craft guilds over possession of
such practical knowledge as made up metallurgy, dyeing or other chemical recipes,
pottery, or any of a multitude of household requisites.6
The printing press was technology that brought about many cultural changes. Knowledge
was much more readily available to the average person. It helped to proliferate education among
many who would not have had access to books prior to its invention. More access was an
undeniable improvement. Religious beliefs about reading scripture for oneself becomes much
more doable, but what about effective motivation and student engagement? Does the printing
press change the effectiveness of positive engagement or the attitudes towards the relatively
ineffective practice of corporal punishment?
John Calvin and Corporal Punishment
As we have seen, the Judeo-Christian tradition of spanking, found in Proverbs 13:24, “he
who spares the rod hates his son,” has been used, since it was written, to correct behavior among
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children and John Calvin held fast to the ancient view that corporal punishment was indeed
necessary for the education of the youth. According to Calvin and his followers the school served
the purpose of disciplining children and keeping their inclinations toward evil in check. Calvinist
educators, much like the Benedictines of the medieval period, rejected play as idleness and
continued to justify corporal punishment to keep it in check. This train of thought and the overall
impact of Calvinism was enormous and it dominated educational systems not only in Geneva but
also in England and America as well.7 One might argue the effects are still felt today. It is
important to note that Calvin’s position on this issue was a religious one based on his faith, but
as we will see, there is plenty of evidence from other religious leaders that there was room to
disagree. Many, without abandoning their faith, began to make a conscious intellectual move
away from corporeal punishment based on their reason.
A Changing Focus to Humanism
Perhaps one of the most significant cultural changes of the early modern period that provides
some separation from medieval times was the changing focus towards Humanism. Medieval
scholasticism, among other things, overemphasized learning about the next world at the expense
of learning about the here and now. While scholastic debate about the afterlife was certainly not
the focus of early childhood education, at the universities, theology was considered the highest
form of knowledge and entry into these universities was increasingly becoming one of secondary
education’s goals. A decline in enthusiasm for the limits of scholastic theology begins to occur at
the beginning of the Early Modern era.
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The early humanist scholars benefited from this declining enthusiasm and introduced
material that according to Pier Paolo Vergerio could help “men today come to know what
happened long ago; the present generation may speak to generations yet unborn; and we make all
times our own, both past and future. How splendid is a house full of books!” His idea of a school
curriculum was something learners of all ages could get excited about in this life rather than the
next. Consider the passage from Vergerio’s On Liberal Studies and the Moral Education of the
Free-Born Youth.
For the knowledge of history and the study of moral philosophy are especially suited for
the educated men who are leaders in politics and society. The rest of the liberal arts are
called “liberal” because they are proper for free men, but philosophy is liberal because its
study makes men free…… to these two I believe, there should be added a third, which is
eloquence…{it} allows us to speak with authority and elegance, a skill essential for
winning over the minds of the multitude.8
Describing a liberal education as something that makes men free sounds very much like
how philosophers of ancient Greece would have described it and certainly not something that
would have required coercion. The Humanist idea of education would have been for it to serve as
a liberator. Subjects like history, moral philosophy and rhetoric were to be a part of a meaningful
curriculum that did not necessarily focus on divine conditions but instead the human condition.
Despite a humanistic focus, when examining leading scholars with regards to educating the
youth, it becomes apparent that kids in the early modern era experienced similar struggles with
motivation to kids in any era. School was difficult and, just like in Roman times, hard for the
young to see how it was relevant to their lives. Again from Vergerio’s On Liberal Studies, “those
same studies which are tedious to the young will grant the aged a joyous leisure.” Vergerio
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sounds like a lot of modern teachers who might say, “Yes it’s boring but just learn it and you’ll
appreciate it when you’re older.” Since learning was acknowledged as tedious for the youth,
what was the early modern opinion about how to motivate and engage learner? Here we find
several significant departures from the medieval view.
Luther and Erasmus
According to some education reformers like Desiderius Erasmus and Martin Luther,
education need not be tedious at all. In fact, the negative experiences of their early childhood
education lead both Erasmus and Luther to suggest that the youth could be motivated more
effectively by a happy desire to learn rather than by force. Speaking to nobles who would
educate their young princes, in his De Ratione Studii, Erasmus recommends “for this tender
age… you will choose such subjects as are pleasant and attractive, in which the young mind will
[experience] recreation rather than toil.” Clearly Erasmus believed students must enjoy the
learning process. Luther makes a similar comment in a letter he wrote to the Mayors and
Alderman of All the Cities in Germany on behalf of Christian schools (1524).
…why should we not provide for them [youth] such schools, and lay before them such
studies? By the gracious arrangement of God, children take delight in acquiring
knowledge, whether languages, mathematics or history. And our schools are no longer a
hell or purgatory, in which children are tortured over cases and tenses, and in which
much flogging, trembling, anguish and wretchedness they learn nothing. 9
At the center of Luther’s religious reforms was the need for everyone to be able to read
scripture. Education reform was a natural complement to his calls for the reform of the church.
Like Erasmus, he saw the joy of learning as an important motivating factor.
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Ignatius of Loyola and the Jesuits
Luther’s efforts to educate all for his purposes helped to inspire Ignatius of Loyola (14911556) to spread literacy in the cause of the counter-reformation. With his Society of Jesus
Ignatius created an organization that advocated education for a much broader audience. In
Ignatius’s mission he makes the “instruction in Christianity of children and the uneducated” a
primary purpose of his order. With his order in 1540 the church goes from supporting monks
who teach as a byproduct of their Christian mission to an order of monks who see instruction as
their Christian mission.
After a period of trial and error the Ratio Studiorum printed in 1599 sets forth in great detail a
strikingly modern account of how the Jesuit schools were to be organized and among the many
things addressed, methods for motivating students are given considerable attention. They begin
with a selective admission requirement:
Wherever possible, the prefect of studies should not admit a boy to the school who is not
brought by his parents or guardians. This does not apply in cases where the prefect knows
the boy personally or can easily obtain references.10
Though probably not their intention, this need for references would have served as a
motivator by creating a conscious knowledge among students that not just anyone gets in here so
one had better give his best effort. With education being a purpose for joining the Jesuits, teacher
training was for the first time considered. According to the extensive teaching guidelines in the
Ratio Studiorum a variety of methods were to be used when attempting to bring the students
along. Repetition and recitation are mentioned but tactics for motivating students in exciting
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ways were also given considerable attention. The Rector (Principal) of each school was
encouraged to hold competitions to help motivate students in their efforts.
Prizes may be distributed publicly once a year provided their cost is borne by prominent
persons and is kept moderate in proportion to the number of students and status of the
college. It is the rector’s duty to see that in preparing for the competition the students do
not fall behind in their studies or develop undesirable attitudes.11
This quote indicates careful consideration of the appropriateness of each prize as well as
a plan for monitoring the competition to ensure that it was achieving the intended results. The
ultimate motivation among students may have been the sentence in the Ratio Studiorum that says
“…if any are so lacking in ability that they can neither be advanced nor kept with any profit in
the same class, the prefect should consult the rector so that their parents or guardians may in a
very sympathetic way be advised and these pupils dismissed from the school.” Clearly if one
wanted to stay in a Jesuit school, they needed to give their best effort. Taken altogether, it is
clear that the Jesuit schools consciously evaluated how to motivate students and their efforts
were reflected in the results. They experienced tremendous growth in the number of schools built
along with a who’s who of Jesuit trained philosophers including Descartes.12 Many of these
Jesuit schools are still operating today, making them modern by definition. Also, philosophy of
education, as expressed by John Comenius and John Locke, increasingly became modern during
this era.
The Father of Modern Education
Czech born philosopher John Amos Comenius took the radical idea (students who enjoy
learning) a step further. Written around 1626, his Didactica Magna is broadly praised for its
advocacy of universal education but, regarding the subject of this research, what Comenius had
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to say about motivating students to learn was strikingly modern. In this work he suggests very
specific ways in which teachers can entice their pupils.
Everything should, as far as is possible be placed before the senses. Everything visible
should be brought before the organ of sight. Everything audible before that of hearing.
Odors should be placed before the sense of smell, and things that are testable and tangible
before the sense of taste and touch respectively. If an object can make an impression on
several senses at once, it should be brought into contact with several 13
This is a classical Aristotelian way to investigate the world but Comenius, in 1626, was
making the case for this experiential learning as a way to motivate learners. In this same
document Comenius makes one other very interesting suggestion regarding pedagogy.
And although there might be parents with leisure to educate their own children, it is
nevertheless better that the young should be taught together and in large classes, since
better results and more pleasure are to be obtained when one pupil serves as an example
and stimulus for another 168
One student serving as stimulus for another was his seventeenth-century argument for the
benefits of social interaction and students working together in educational groups. David
Johnson is a recognized expert on cooperative group work in the classroom and his research
found that, “Students who work together cooperatively will experience higher achievement and
greater productivity, more caring, supportive, and committed relationships, and greater
psychological health, social competence, and self-esteem.” 14 Comenius would not be surprised.
John Locke and the Modern World
From leading scholars to legislators, the issue of corporal punishment was an acknowledged
motivator but one that should be avoided if possible and John Locke supported this view in his
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paper, Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1693). He condemns its use and agues for what
most educators today would consider a more modern approach to its application.
Beating then, and all other sorts of slavish and corporal punishments, are not the
discipline fit to be used in the education of those who would have wise, good and
ingenuous men; and therefore very rarely to be applied, and that only on great occasions
and cases of extremity15
Locke was clearly questioning the effectiveness of corporal punishment and it is safe to
say he would have placed it very low on our spectrum. Instead of relying on force, Locke suggest
that educators appeal to a child’s sense of pride and esteem from a job well done. “Locke
believed that children, as rational creatures, could understand the love of getting credit or the
apprehension of shame and respond to it as effective motivators.”16 This, by now, is a familiar
opinion but finally, in the early modern period, we begin to see it move from the standard
criticism to actual legislative reform. The British Parliament considered the issue of corporal
punishment in a pamphlet sent, in 1698, to its members called Lex Forcia: Bing a Sensible
Address to the Parliament for an Act to Remedy the Foul Abuse of Children at School, Especially
in the Great Schools of this Nation. In this document a clear argument was made against the use
of physical discipline as an effective motivator.
The person who, is not able to keep a company of youth in order without violence, is not
fit for such a dignity as to be chosen prefect of the children of a town... to any public
school.17
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This was a clear acknowledgement that a company of youth could be kept in order
without violence. This legislative pamphlet’s argument is consistent with Locke and others and
goes on to say that the joy of learning should be the most important motivator of the youth.
There will be no need of the Master’s blows, to bring the boy to learning, if his lessons
were but his recreations…unto which he came to for his delight and not for exercise
only.17
Despite these regular admonitions the continued use of corporal punishment was a
testimony to its perceived effectiveness at producing desired behaviors. However, the early
modern period could be viewed as the beginning of the end.
Conclusion
The evidence of this period shows that not only were individual learners affected by cultural
change, but also that leading scholars advocated for a variety of modern ideas that, as we have
seen, would have been effective in any era. The difference in this era verses the preceding
chapters was that we see for the first time society working to solve educational problems in ways
that have continued right up until the present. During the early modern period, legislative
reforms, teacher training, educational opportunities for all, and positive methods to engage
learners all became goals that are still being pursued today.
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Conclusions
Education’s journey across the various cultures of the pre-modern world has revealed that the
teaching and learning process, in the most important ways, does not change. Can we really
imagine a teacher in any historical era developing a meaningful relationship with their students,
addressing individual learner needs with varied instruction to include visual aids and hands on
experiential activities while enthusiastically using praise and rewards NOT successfully
motivating and engaging their students? It sounds ridiculous to think about it in those terms but
very often in the modern education debate, one is bombarded with information about how
teaching and learning has changed with almost no acknowledgment of the things that remain
unchanged from generation to generation. Corporal punishment, on the other hand, and its
perceived effectiveness has changed. Our current culture is beginning to recognize the relative
ineffectiveness of this method. So how does one explain the persistent use of corporal
punishment over the centuries and why are other methods of positive student engagement so
often thought to belong exclusively to the modern era?
The Persistence of Corporal Punishment
Clearly, opponents of corporal punishment have existed in every era. As noted in earlier
chapters, Locke said it was not fit to be used in education and Quintilian called it useless. So why
did it persist right up until the present day? Three significant reasons standout.
First, it must be confessed that, corporal punishment did represent a small measure of
effectiveness when it came to motivation. Throughout most of history it has been used in a
variety of ways in society. Criminals were disciplined with the lash. Slaves from Roman times to
the colonial era were beaten as were soldiers. With this in mind, Quintilian, perhaps in
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frustration, probably went too far by describing it as useless. Corporal punishment could be used
to establish a disciplined environment in which students followed instructions, albeit out of fear.
Ostensibly, from this environment some level of teaching and learning could take place, as
opposed to a chaotic undisciplined environment in which students did not follow instructions and
absolutely zero learning objectives were accomplished. Unfortunately, corporal punishment as
motivation represented only a threshold level of effectiveness, but it was easy to understand and
employ (children are small and respond promptly to fear) relative to other positive methods of
motivation and engagement, which are sometimes difficult to use and require advanced planning.
The second reason for its continued use was the institutionalization of the practice.
Institutions perpetuate traditions and are resistant to change. Two significant institutions of
Western education adopted the use of corporal punishment influencing its long term use. The
agoge of Ancient Sparta actually glorified the practice of students enduing the lash for the sake
of honor and made it a part of their cultural values. Pagan Rome admired and adopted many of
these Spartan values and perpetuated corporal punishment throughout antiquity. The Monastery
was the other institution to embrace corporal punishment and bestow upon it a higher purpose
than simple behavior modification. Using corporal punishment on the monks was considered far
more humane that allowing their members wonder astray and face the ultimate wrath of God for
their sins. Central to the monastery’s use of corporal punishment was their interpretation of Holy
Scripture, which brings us to the final and perhaps most significant reason for the perpetuation of
corporal punishment.
The last reason for the continued use of corporal punishment was the loving, caring
intentions for which the scriptures were originally written. Proverbs 13:24 provided instructions
for Hebrew parents (not teachers) to discipline their children and it specifies, those who actually
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love their children will do so. The author of this Proverb, very wisely, recognized that children
growing up, completely ignorant of the dangers in the world, would not fare well if they had not
been taught discipline. The author also realized that a loving parent might find it difficult to use
the rod on their own children so the scripture served as a reminder that, it is because one loves
their children that they use the rod. Discipline applied in this way would, at some point, be
understood by the child as a part of their parents love for them. Unfortunately, despite this
advice, it was inevitable that parents neglected this responsibility and sent their children to
school very often entirely undisciplined leaving the teacher to step into the parent’s role. Some
teachers, as we have learned (i.e. Guibert of Nogent’s) were in fact able to communicate their
love for their students while administering corporal punishment. Some were not. The reality
recognized by opponents of corporal punishment, past and present, was that while this type of
discipline may have been perfectly appropriate for the child/parent relationship (focused on
learning about the dangers of the world) it was much less appropriate for the pupil/teacher
relationship (focused on learning about the wonders of the world). Despite its relative
ineffectiveness it has persisted for these reasons right up until the present, but has the modern
opinion of positive student engagement changed over time?
“Modern Methods”
Modern educators and scholars are always looking for new ways to engage learners but how
do we define what is modern? I find it interesting that many of these “new ways” are actually old
methods that have been re-discovered. Educational video games and simulations have been
effective tools of engagement in modern classrooms but are they really new methods? Isn’t the
competitive excitement of winning a game or reward what really appeals to us as humans? If so,
it is easy to see how Plato’s educational games in ancient Greece could have tapped into the
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same human emotions that are stirred by modern educational games. Simulations give students
the feel of active participation. Rome, as a matter of routine, set up mock debates and
“simulated” the conditions of the assembly in order to prepare students to become effective legal
professionals. The evidence is that games, simulations, and many other methods of positive
student engagement are effective in any era (Fig. 5.)

More

Effectiveness

Less

Supporters of Positive Engagement
Opponents of Coercion/Corporal Punishment
Socratic Method (Socrates)
Socrates
Educational Games (Plato)
Plato
Enthusiastic lessons (St. Augustine)
Marcus Varro
Visual Aids (Gerbert)
Quintilian
Individual Learner needs (Pope Gregory I)
Erasmus
Varied instruction (Guibert of Nogent)
Martin Luther
Praise and Rewards (Quintilian, Marcus Flaccus, Jesuits)
Comenius

Experiential Learning (Comenius)

John Locke
(Fig. 5)

Using similar logic, new tools do not necessarily guarantee effectiveness. If Calvinist
educators from the early modern period were in fact using ineffectual corporal punishment as the
primary method of motivation, their effectiveness would not be improved just because
Gutenberg’s press delivered them a large number of newly printed materials to coerce their
students with. Even with the help of that particular technology, Calvinist educators would have
been much less effective relative to Comenius and the other groups who were effectively using
positive methods of engagement. In much the same way, one would not have to look far to find
examples of modern education technology being used in ineffective ways.
My hope is that this research has revealed that many effective methods of instruction used in
classrooms today are not necessarily new and have always been effective. If my argument it is
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true then it would seem inappropriate to declare a method invalid just because it has been used in
another time or place. The lecture comes to mind as one example of a pedagogical method that
often unfairly receives this type of treatment. Regardless of culture (digital or otherwise), the
humanity of learners will always have a need for things like social interaction, varied instruction,
and a caring instructor who is genuinely interested in their success.
Final Word
Perhaps the most important take away from this particular historical analysis is related to the
ongoing debate about how to effectively motivate and engage learners. As we have observed,
some methods of engagement are effective at motivating learners, regardless of the culture in
which they are used. Therefore, any discussion about what is, or is not, appropriate instruction
should be focused on whether or not it is effective, not when, where, or what culture from the
past it has been used. Teaching is timeless.
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